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Roofing Today’s Professional Roofer Campaign
This is the second edition featuring the Professional Roofer Campaign.
Roofing Today has received a very positive response to the Campaign
and we are pleased to be playing our part in helping to raise standards
across the industry.
Launched in September, the Professional Roofer Campaign provides advice and guidance from industry-leading
experts for contractors who want to improve and grow their businesses.
Professional Roofer offers advice and information on
l Better health & safety
l Improving workmanship
l Building customer confidence
The Professional Roofer Campaign Portal collects together all print and online resources in one place and can be
accessed from the Roofing Today website homepage: www.roofingtoday.co.uk.
Are you proud of your work? Then tweet us @RoofingToday your completed project photos using #professionalroofer
and we will feature it on the Professional Roofer Wall of Fame!
You can also show your support by emailing editor@roofingtoday.co.uk with a statement of support and your
company logo. This will be posted on our Professional Roofer Supporters Page.
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News

HSE Chief Inspector
Challenges Industry
to Act Now

Winner Announced of Roofing Skillbuild Competition 2015
NFRC, Bob Coutts, and Matthew Timby of Timby Roofing.
The eight finalists competed to install underlay and battens before
assembling straight and hip rigs using tiles and slate.
Simon Dixon added “We know we had the eight best roofing
apprentices: the overall standard of the regional heats was so high this
year. These eight competitors have worked very hard and their level of
preparation really shows through in their work. All the finalists should
be very very proud of what they have achieved and I’m sure they will all
have fantastic careers ahead of them.”
The eight finalists were:

UK Roofing Market Growth Boosted by Housing Recovery
The UK roofing market is estimated to have grown by 4.5% in 2014, following a period of relatively poor
performance, with a decline in 2012 and a modest increase in 2013. Driven largely by the Help to Buy
schemes and a shift back from flats to houses, demand for roof tiles in the housing sector has outpaced
supply over the past few years. In 2015 the market value is set to reach 6% growth, with reasonable volume
growth expected over the short to medium term.
Roof tiles account for up to 40% of the market by value, with concrete tiles constituting the largest subsector by both value and volume. Clay tiles are also significant, with fibre cement and natural slates
occupying relatively small niches. Housebuilding and domestic re-roofing are the largest applications
although commercial usage is also important. Profiled metal roofing is almost as large in value terms,
although applications are almost exclusively limited to warehousing, industrial buildings, airport
structures, waste management facilities and retail ‘sheds’. The market is split between composite panels,
standing seam, twin-skin systems and single sheets, with the latter mostly used for agricultural buildings
and for over-cladding.
Flat roof membranes and felts account for around 15% of the UK roof coverings market, with reinforced
bitumen membranes dominating this sector. Single ply membranes are increasing in popularity and account
for almost a third of the market, and in the longer term these products are expected to show higher than
average growth.
The rooflights sector is also important in terms of value while other hard-to-quantify niche markets such as
fully supported metal roofing, bitumen and cedar shingles, account for smaller shares.
The distribution of roofing materials varies significantly between different product sectors. Builders’
merchants and roofing merchants are the key routes to market for suppliers of concrete and clay tiles. As
the majority of roofing slates are imported, independent importer and distribution networks are the main
channels. Imports are largely limited to natural slates, which dominate this particular sub-sector of the UK
roof coverings market and in the profiled sheets and tiles sectors, both import and export levels are low.
With flat roofing systems mainly used on commercial buildings, the main channels are roofing merchants
and direct sales, with builders’ merchants typically only supplying bitumen felts for RMI and extension
projects.
“Over the short to medium term we expect reasonable market growth, largely driven by private
housebuilding activity, although the end of government’s ‘Help to Buy’ scheme may be a constraint” said
Keith Taylor, Director of AMA Research.
“Other end-use sectors likely to show increased demand are commercial offices, industry and leisure,
reflecting expected recovery in the commercial new build sector as well as commitments to further
expansion in advanced manufacturing and waste management. However, cuts to public sector capital
investment will continue to have a negative impact, leading to declines in demand for roofing on public
sector offices, MoD and healthcare newbuild works.”
The Roofing Market Report – UK 2015-2019 Analysis is published by AMA Research, providers of market
research and consultancy services with over 25 years’ experience within the construction and home
improvement markets. The report is available now and can be ordered online at www.amaresearch.co.uk or
by calling 01242 235724.
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Winner of the 2015 roofing Skillbuild competition, Donal Harkin apprentice at D
Harkin & Co Roofing, N. Ireland

The Health and Safety Executive’s Chief
Inspector of Construction has issued a
challenge to the construction industry
to act now and protect its workers, after
almost half (46%) of sites fell below
standards during a recent inspection
initiative.
HSE targeted small refurbishment sites
during 22 September-17 October and
692 enforcement notices and 983
notifications of contravention were
served for breaches of health and safety,
such as unsafe work at height, and
exposure to silica dust and asbestos,
which cause serious health problems.

Apprentice, Donal Harkin of D Harkin & Co Roofing gained first place in the
Skillbuild 2015 roofing competition. Donal who studies at Northern Ireland’s
Roof Training Centre with tutor, Gordon Penrose completed two roofing rigs in
slate and tiles over the gruelling three-day finals, held at the NEC in
Birmingham as part of the Skills Show.
Judge, Simon Dixon, Training Manager at Sandtoft said “Donal impressed us
not just with his speed of completing the competition rigs but with his
exceptional precision. He gained a very high mark - almost one hundred per
cent, of the 500 marks available.”
Donal will now be invited to represent the UK at the IFD international 26th
World Championship for Young Roofers held next October in Warsaw, Poland.
Runners up of the roofing Skillbuild 2015 competition were George Simpson in
second place, who is apprentice at Michael Bailey Roofing and attends
Cornwall College (St Austell) with tutor Sean Sullivan; and in third place was

First notices under CDM 2015

l 2nd George Simpson – Michael Bailey Roofing (Cornwall College
(St Austell); tutor: Sean Sullivan)
l 3rd Riley O’Sullivan – St Leger Homes, Doncaster (Leeds College
of Building; tutor: Chris Messenger)
l Luke Rogers – Mid Cornwall Roofing Contractors Ltd (Cornwall
College (St Austell); tutor: Sean Sullivan)
l Dan Prudham – Marnick Roofing Ltd (Roof Train Centre; tutor
Alan Lander)
l Dan Hooper – O’Sullivan Roofing (Cornwall College (St Austell);
tutor: Sean Sullivan)

Peter Baker, HSE’s Chief Inspector of
Construction said: “It is disappointing
that some small refurbishment sites are
still cutting corners and not properly
protecting their workers.

“My message to smaller businesses is
don’t wait for an accident or visit from
an inspector before you make the
change, but act now.”

l 1st Donal Harkin – D Harkin & Co Roofing (Northern Ireland Roof
Training Centre; tutor: Gordon Penrose)

Runners-up

The health and safety notices were the
first issued under the Construction
Design and Management Regulations
(CDM) 2015 since it came into force in
April.

“Falls from height are the most common
killer in the industry but we still found
workers put at risk to save minutes on
the job – believing it wouldn’t happen
to them.

Riley O’Sullivan, apprentice at St Leger Homes, Doncaster gained third place at
the 2015 Skillbuild roofing competition.

l Jack Newton – Wheeler Roofing Services Ltd (Roof Train Centre;
tutor Alan Lander)
l Declan Thompson – WDH (Leeds College of Building; tutor: Chris
Messenger)

George Simpson, apprentice at Michael Bailey Roofing gained second place at the
2015 Skillbuild roofing competition.

Riley O’Sullivan employed by St Leger Homes, Doncaster and studying at
Leeds College of Building with tutor Chris Messenger.
The finals were not without drama this year as competitor, Declan Thompson
cut open his arm with a saw while making a slate hip mitre. After losing a
considerable amount of blood and receiving five stitches, Declan reluctantly
decided to withdraw from the competition.
Joining Simon Dixon, the other roofing expert judges were Kevin Taylor,
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News

Massive Boost at
Martin-Brooks

Bracknell Invests
in Safety

Turnover at roofing specialists,
Martin-Brooks, has risen by 15%
in the last 12 months, with
volume of work reaching its
highest level since 2008.

Investment in safety training at
roofing specialist, Bracknell
Roofing is set to continue
following completion of The
Institution of Occupational Safety
and Health (IOSH) training by its
senior management team.

The firm’s rapid increase in
business is reflected across its
commercial and domestic
divisions, resulting in the
recruitment of an extra four
fulltime site operatives.
A number of large scale contracts
have been secured this year,
building on record results from
2013-14, during which turnover
rose by 20%. Recent projects
include work on Manchester’s
Northern Quarter and a cinema
and retail complex in Harrogate,
as well as new and re-roofs for
recognised brands such as
Primark, Aldi and Mercure Hotels.
Martin-Brooks director, Nick
Brooks, said: “We are pleased to
see such significant increases in
turnover for two consecutive years
and we remain optimistic this
trend will continue. By investing
in staff and infrastructure we aim
to capitalise on this momentum
and look to further increase our
market share.”

The IOSH training, which is
recognised by organisations
worldwide, gives Bracknell
Roofing’s senior management
practical knowledge and solutions
for embedding health and safety
into organisation strategy, culture
and risk management.

The DACH+HOLZ International fair continues to draw the crowds, as figures for last year’s show, of 47,000
visitors, indicates the event is the biggest in Europe for roofing and timber.
The DACH+HOLZ event, which takes places 2 - 5 February 2016 at the Stuttgart Exhibition Center, is seen by
many as the most important trade fair for the European roofing sector and attracts a wide range of
construction professionals from across Europe.

The BBC One programme, aired in October, showed the construction of a 62-home veteran’s village in Newton
Heath near Manchester. The project saw over 350 people working onsite, and included a Royal visit by Princes
William and Harry.
NASC member, Cheshire Scaffolds Ltd were asked by Main Contractor Client groups ISG, Kier & Wates to
scaffold 17 dwellings with a two-lift access scaffold to suit all trades. The scaffold erection took four days, (two
shifts per day), with five men on each shift and three days to dismantle, with six men on each shift.

John Brash Wins Scottish Roofing Award

Wirral-based, Cheshire Scaffolds Ltd manager Paul Crowe said: “As a supporter myself of ‘Help for Heroes’ the
idea of DIYSOS supporting the charity ‘Walking with the Wounded’ locally was really great and something we
wanted to get behind. It was an absolute pleasure taking part, and it was an honour being able to assist.
As part of the renovation of
the cottages, Kilmarnockbased DM Roofing &
Roughcasting won the
contract to replace the
original 1950s shingles with
like-for-like materials.

Screwfix has announced its aim of
opening a further 200 UK stores,
bringing the total to 600. The
news comes as the multi-channel
retailer has hit a milestone of
more than 6 million Click &
Collect orders since launching the
service in 2011.
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Cheshire Scaffolds Ltd has provided free scaffolding services, materials and labour on a special edition of the
BBC TV show, DIY SOS.

To keep up with demand, DACH+HOLZ is making new space available in 2016 in addition to nine halls of
exhibitors. There will be a special exhibition gallery dedicated to the use of drones in roofing.

Screwfix aims for
600 UK Stores

Andrew Livingston, CEO of
Screwfix, says: “Time is money for
our customers and they constantly
tell us how crucial it is that they
can get the products they need,
when they need them, so the
continued expansion of our store
network is designed to do just
that. We plan to open a further
200 stores as Click & Collect and
Sunday deliveries are going from
strength-to-strength.”

Generous Scaffolders Help Veterans on DIY SOS TV

Biggest European Exhibition for Roofing

(L-R) Andrew Turnball (NFRC) Christian Brash (John Brash), Catriona Shearer (BBC
Scotland) and Dougie Mabon (DM Roofing)

John Brash & Co. Ltd has won an award for the use of its shingles on a
project for National Trust for Scotland at the National Federation of Roofing
Contractors’ Scottish Roofing Contractor of the Year Awards.
The company’s western cedar shingles were used on the refurbishment of
two culturally significant cottages within the grounds of Culzean Castle and
Country Park near Maybole in Ayrshire.
The cottages were built for WWII ex-servicemen with funds raised by
Ayrshire’s Scottish Women’s Institute and are still used to house veterans as
part of the Help for Heroes charity for ex-servicemen.

John Brash Regional Sales
Manager Grant O’Donnell
said “This is another big
feather in the cap for us. We
pride ourselves on having the
highest-quality products that
will last for years to come
because they are a truly
renewable and sustainable
roofing and cladding material.
“The award also gives us
great pride to know that our
products are being used on
important projects such as
the Houses for Heroes
scheme”
The award for shingles was
part of the sustainability
section of the ceremony held
in Glasgow.

NASC MD, Robin James said: “Acts of generosity like this for superb charities like ‘Walking with the
Wounded’ show the level of corporate responsibility our members, like Cheshire Scaffolds Ltd.”

This latest training investment is
part of Bracknell Roofing’s
continued drive to achieve a target
of zero accidents on site which
has seen contracts managers
completing the Site Management
Safety Training Scheme (SMSTS)
and site supervisors the Site
Supervisors’ Safety Training
Scheme (SSSTS).
Harry Henderson, Quality &
Administration Manager at
Bracknell Roofing, said: “At
Bracknell Roofing we’re aiming to
deliver improved safety, helping to
protect those on site as well as our
customers’ reputation.”

SPRA Helps Single Ply Installers Ensure Quality and Technical Excellence
Responding to the ever-increasing need for
contractors to hold appropriate certification to
get onto construction sites, the Single Ply
Roofing Association (SPRA) is holding two open
days at the beginning of 2016: 7th January (West
Midlands) and 21st January Caerphilly to
promote its training programmes for Single Ply
Roofing and CITB funding opportunities to
contractors.

industry or who need additional off-site training
of twenty-five days. SPRA also run a Specialist
Upskilling Programme (SUP) for those needing
some off-site training (5-13 days) to support the
assessment process.

SPRA is urging all
contractors installing
single ply roofing
systems to aspire to
achieving the Level 2
Vocational Qualification for Single Ply Roofing
and using this to gain a blue ‘Skilled Worker’
CSCS card. The SPRA operates three routes to
achieving the level 2 qualification, from pure
assessment through OSAT (On Site Assessment
and Training) for experienced contractors,
through to a Specialist Apprenticeship
Programme (SAP) for those just entering the

SPRA CEO, Cathie Clarke said “There is
currently some very attractive CITB grant
funding for these training schemes offered
through the CITB for ‘in-scope’ companies, so
now is a very good time to get your employees
trained!

SPRA’s mission is to make certain all single ply
roofers are fully conversant with all aspects of
installation and aftercare of single ply systems to
ensure a quality and long lasting roof covering.

“SPRA is particularly interested in helping nonSPRA members to improve employee skills and
encourage them to consider SPRA contractor
membership. By coming together, SPRA
manufacturers, associates and contractors can
ensure quality and technical excellence across
the industry. Why settle for anything less?”

Booking is essential for a place on either of the
SPRA Training Open Days. Contact
enquiries@spra.co.uk before 18th December 2015.
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Professional Roofer Campaign

Working at Height: Assessing & Avoiding Risk
Peter Donohue, Safety, Health & Environment Manager, CA Group discusses the assessment and avoidance
of risk when working at height.

Health & safety is in many ways an acid test of
any roofing business – it separates the
professionals from the cowboys, the firm ‘just
getting by’ from the serious company ready to
take the next step in growing its business. In
order to prepare your business to move on and
be capable of taking on larger and more lucrative
types of roofing projects – which is what the
Professional Roofer Campaign aims to help you
do - you need to be sure that you have
considered every aspect of safely working at
height, and have policies and documented
methods of assessment, which demonstrate that
you have done so for every project.
All projects are now undertaken subject to the
Construction (Design & Management)
Regulation 2015. While it is the responsibility of
the client, architect and main contractor to
assess safety risks and advise the entire team of
any areas for concern, the role of the roofing
contractor is pivotal in ensuring that all work at
height is carried out in accordance with best
practice.
Every contractor must fully understand the risks
involved in working at height and review each
of the areas capable of causing accident or
injury. They must be fully conversant with the
risk mitigation recommendations made by the
HSE and the Work at Height Regulations, and
decide how and when, as the roofing contractor,
they should apply.
Legal Requirements - The Work at Height
Regulations 2005
The overriding principle of these regulations is
that employers must do all that is reasonably
practicable to prevent anyone falling. The
hierarchy for managing work at height is:
n Avoid work at height where possible
n Use work equipment or other measures to
prevent falls where working at height cannot
be avoided
n Where the risk of falling cannot be
eliminated, use work equipment or other
measures to minimise the distance and
consequences of any fall.
Safe systems of work
A safe system of work is a method of completing
a job which eliminates identified hazards and
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Workers should not be allowed to access the roof area in
icy, wet or windy conditions until a roof inspection has
been carried out. Avoid excessive exposure to sunlight by
wearing appropriate clothing, using sun-creams and
wearing appropriate eye protection to avoid excessive
reflective glare.

fragile – this is not the case. A Non Fragile system, when correctly installed, can be trusted
to prevent a person from falling through the roof but it does not mean that it is walkable –
conversely, a walkable structure is an assembly that, when walked upon correctly, will
neither fail nor show visual damage – but it cannot be guaranteed to be Non Fragile, unless
tested. These are basic principles which must be understood in order to operate effectively
and safely in the roofing environment.

Training

Sloping roofs

Persons undertaking roof access/work must have the
appropriate knowledge, information, instruction, skills,
training and experience to work safely, or be under the
supervision of a designated competent person and be
physically fit.

A sloping roof is defined as a roof with a pitch of greater than 100. Full edge protection,
strong enough to withstand a person falling against it, is normally required for work on
sloping roofs. The longer the slope and the steeper the pitch, the stronger the edge protection
needs to be, the HSE states that a properly designed and installed independent scaffold
platform is usually enough. Less substantial scaffolding barriers (rather than platforms) may
not be strong enough for work on larger or steeper roofs, especially slopes in excess of 30°.

Fragile versus Non Fragile

controls risks, even before work begins. Good planning and consideration of the hierarchy for work
at height from the outset can significantly reduce the risks involved in industrial roofing by reducing
the need for operatives to move around the roof unnecessarily.
This can be achieved by:
n arranging for the right components to be delivered as they are needed, to the right place at the
right time
n arranging access points that are convenient for the working position
Risk Assessment and Method Statements
Prior to roof work commencing a suitable and sufficient risk assessment, as required under the
Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999, must be undertaken by a competent
person and documented. The risk assessment must identify a safe system of work detailed in a
method statement being specific and relevant to the work to be undertaken.
Falling Materials or Equipment
Housekeeping is of paramount importance and can prevent material accumulating with the
potential to fall and cause injury. Nothing should ever be thrown from a roof and waste material
should either be lowered to the ground in a controlled manner or dropped down an enclosed rubbish
chute.
Weather Conditions
Adverse weather conditions need to be anticipated and suitable precautions planned.
A roof should always be inspected prior to access/work commencing to determine whether
conditions have changed and to enable safe working. When deciding whether to continue or
suspend work consideration should be given to:
n wind speed
n controls already in place to prevent falls from the roof
n the position/height of the roof in respect of any material being handled
n the work being undertaken

A roof can only be claimed to be Non Fragile, and
therefore safe for access, when it is tested as a complete
roof assembly, not just the external sheet, liner panel or
rooflight in isolation. If the roof has not be tested in its
entirety, it cannot be claimed to be Non Fragile until a
competent person dictates otherwise, and as such it
should be assumed that it is unsuitable for safe access.
In order to prevent falls through a fragile roof the
following steps are recommended by the HSE:
n all work should be carried out from beneath where
this is practicable
n where this is not possible, the use of a MEWP should
be considered so that operatives can carry out the
work from within the MEWP basket without standing
on the roof itself

Flat roofs
A flat roof is defined as a roof with a pitch of less than 100. Working on a flat roof may present
unexpected risks, mainly because less risk is assumed due to the relative ease with which
the roof can be accessed. In most cases the roof edge and any openings within the roof, need
to be protected. All openings should be securely covered and where possible any edge
protection should be provided, supported at ground level so that there is no obstruction on
the roof. If the building is too high for this, the roof edge upstand can support the edge
protection system.
Short duration work
Tasks that are measured in minutes rather than hours are classed under the heading of ‘short
duration work’. Such tasks might include making minor adjustments, inspection or replacing
a few tiles.
It may not be reasonably practicable to provide full edge protection for short-duration work
but roofing contractors will need to provide something in its place. The minimum
requirements for short-duration work in line with HSE guidance are:

n if access onto the fragile roof cannot be avoided, edge
protection should be installed around the perimeter of
the roof and staging should be used to spread the
load. Unless all the access and work is on staging and
platforms that are fitted with guard rails, safety nets
should be installed under the roof or a harness system
should be used.

n a safe means of access to the roof level

n Where harnesses are used, they require adequate
anchorage points. They also rely on user discipline,
training and supervision to make sure that they are
used consistently and correctly.

Obviously, roof safety is of paramount importance in itself. According to HSE’s Health and
Safety in Roof Work 4th edn.; (http://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/books/hsg33.htm), “roofers make
up nearly a quarter of all workers killed in falls from height at work. Falls through fragile
materials, such as roof lights and asbestos cement roofing sheets, account for more of these
deaths than any other single cause.” That’s worth thinking about. Cutting corners to save
time or money is not an option.

Unauthorised access to all fragile roofs must be
prevented. This is best achieved by implementing a
permit-to-work system or by blocking off access to the
area(s) concerned. Ensure appropriate warning signs are
clearly displayed on all existing fragile roofs and at roof
access points.
Walkable versus Non Fragile
It is a popular misconception within the metal roofing
and cladding industry that walkable is the same as non-

n a safe means of working on the roof (eg on a sloping roof, a properly constructed roof
ladder, or on a flat roof, a harness with a sufficiently short lanyard that it prevents the
wearer from reaching a position from which they could fall and attached to a secure
anchorage
n MEWP can be particularly appropriate for short-duration minor work.

Demonstrating and implementing best Health & Safety practice in your business will also
open new doors. Ensuring the correct protocols are in place to achieve, what are, entirely
preventable accidents will give potential clients and main contractors confidence that your
business is capable of safely and efficiently completing roofing work and therefore ready to
take the next step in growing your business.
Peter Donohue is Safety, Health & Environment Manager for building envelope specialist CA
Group: www.cagroupltd.co.uk.
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Professional Roofer Campaign

Building Customer Confidence is Crucial to Success
In the highly competitive world of roofing, price will always be a major factor but roofing companies will need to
have a much broader approach to successfully expand. Dave Maginnis, Managing Director of BriggsAmasco,
shares his view of the elements needed to build long term success for any roofing contractor.

Putting people first is critical in business and any plan which doesn’t focus on the
people within the company will be doomed to failure. It’s one thing to know where
your business is going but another thing entirely if you don’t take into account the
influence that the ‘people factor’ will have.

Contractors (NFRC), Mastic Asphalt Council (MAC), Single
Ply Roofing Association (SPRA) and Liquid Roofing and
Waterproofing Association (LWRA), BriggsAmasco is a
strong advocate for industry associations as they strive to
improve quality standards and highlight the importance of
health & safety and environmental processes.

But has it always been like that? I joined the industry in 1981 and after taking my
‘O’ levels, which included one in Architecture, I became interested in structures
and building science. I was offered a management trainee role at a multi-million
pound manufacturer and installer of roofing products and the rest is history. And in
those 34 years of history I have seen both the UK roofing industry, and the
companies that make it up, change a lot. However, one thing never changes: the
customer’s needs.

Health & Safety
Health & safety and environmental processes have come to
the fore since I first set foot on a construction site in the
early 80s. Ever more stringent regulations and standards,
alongside the subsequent improvement in on-site practices,
have seen attention placed on every process when working
at height. In today’s roofing industry, an impeccable health
and safety record is now a prerequisite.

If we only focussed on increasing revenues, reducing expenses and the bottom line,
we would be neglecting one of the most crucial elements of the corporate mix. And
simply having a quality roofing product is no longer enough. People will tend to only
buy from manufacturers, suppliers and distributors that they trust, so in the roofing
industry, customer confidence is absolutely vital.

As standards change, we have also had to change our own
working processes. A greener way of working is now
industry standard, and at BriggsAmasco this is achieved in
a number of ways: from the segregation of waste for
recycling and avoiding landfill, to the use of less packaging
with the supply of goods to site. The use of electric mixers
(new to the industry) eliminates the use of gas on site and
further reduces the carbon footprint.

If a customer trusts you, you’ll have them for life. However, building trust takes time
and hard work. But get the core principles of business correct – service, consistency
and transparency – and you will soon have the basis of a successful roofing
company. So where should you start?
Good employees make a good business
The roofing industry, along with the economy, is improving and likely to be busy
over the next few years. This is good news but will need to be supported with
trained and qualified installers, supervisors and managers to enable the upturn in
work to be a success. In any business, success hinges on top quality workmanship.

Although there aren’t many products or systems that have
disappeared as a result of the construction industry going
‘green’, we have definitely had to reduce their
environmental impact. Manufacturers have modified their
products to conform; with more recycled and recyclable
materials used, and hot works a much rarer sight nowadays.

As a result, it’s vital that roofing companies recognise the importance of training
and development within their own workforce. To succeed, you must build a highly
skilled and flexible team of operatives, and office staff. Roofing companies wouldn’t
make any money or keep their customers happy without delivering a high quality
product – and the site operatives play a crucial role.
Communication is also a vital element of the company mix. Keeping lines of
communication open is important for both employees and customers, and how you
respond to issues – both good and bad – can often prove the difference between a
company’s success and failure. And as your company grows, it’s vital to retain this
open business environment.
Does size really matter?
All roofing companies aren’t created equal. As with many sectors in the
construction industry, it is often the big and well-established leaders who will
always have the edge in a highly competitive roofing market. New or emerging
companies might not have the reputation, experience or economies of scale to
compete, but they can offer flexibility, versatility and can also take more risks –
which can pay off in the long run.
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So how can small roofing companies make the step up, and
perhaps more importantly, do they really want to?
In the roofing industry in particular, excellent cash flow
management will ensure growth is achievable, alternatively,
poor cash flow puts a stop to any chances of growth. With the
complex supply chain and fairly unpredictable industry, you will
need to fully understand how cash moves through your business
– and this requires the careful and considered selection of staff.
With the right experienced staff to ‘get on top’ of the project
from the beginning, you can put yourself in a far more safe and
secure position. To go from small-scale refurbishments to
projects where a huge array of new-build roofs are required on a

tight site in any city centre, the difference can prove too much for some companies.
Building a team you can trust and with the expertise to deliver will make your sales and
installation process scalable.
As your company grows, the supply chain will change. A company’s supply chain sets a
benchmark for safety, quality and performance, but a 360 degree review will also be
required to improve efficiencies within your organisation. Again, it’s important to adapt
to the changes your company will inevitably face. Breaking down traditional, immovable
supply chains into smaller, more fluid ones can help growing companies to embrace
these new complexities while better serving their customers.
Another key consideration is membership of trade associations. If you want to drive
change and improvements in our industry then you really need to be part of an
appropriate roofing association. As a member of the National Federation of Roofing

As was always the case, quality workmanship remains
crucial on site. This has seen an increase in the use of
automatic welders for single ply roofing which not only
ensures an excellent weld but improves efficiency
considerably. Another example of this is the use of low melt
products which use less energy, plus the introduction of
electric fired mixers removing the need for gas and gas
bottles on site.
So what does the future hold? Nobody really knows but the
industry will continue to evolve and it’s always better to be
ahead of the curve, so be prepared. Ensure that you take
control of your cash management, choose the best clients,
manufacturers and suppliers, train your staff and operatives
properly and always work safely and you’ll be ready for
whatever this unpredictable industry has in store.
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Professional Roofer Campaign

Improving Workmanship Through Technical Standards
There are a number of roofing contractors out there who are simply not aware of
all the standards they should be working to. Knowing the standards and
regulations and ensuring your jobs comply will improve the quality and safety of
your work, build customer confidence and satisfaction and ultimately help you to
grow and succeed as a professional roofer.
There are several routes to finding out more about what standards and regulations
you should be working to: Roof Training Groups, manufacturers’ technical
departments, and of course, via the reputable trade associations that represent the
industry.
The National Federation of Roofing Contractors (NFRC) is one such body that
offers its members advice and guidance on all matters relating to roofing. One of
these areas is technical support and advice. NFRC has Technical Managers
covering all roofing disciplines, all of whom have direct involvement in updating
existing British Standards documents. We spoke with two of them on two key
areas: flat roofing and pitched roofing.

What’s in a Name? Why It’s Time to Let go of
Roofing Felts
Bill Jenkins – Technical Manager (Flat Roofing)
Many people think that the job of laying built-up roofing is a simple one so let’s
take a closer look at the British Standards that cover it. The first thing to
remember is that there was a change of title. For many years the product was
known as roofing felt, a term that carried with it all the stigma of the failings of
the old system. Rag fibre and glass fibre based rolls were expected to withstand
the stress caused by the introduction of insulation boards. The industry set about
producing new high quality, polyester-based membrane as well as modifying the
bitumen content, but they were still known as roofing felts. So a new name was
wanted to differentiate the new products from the old ones, the term Reinforced
Bitumen Membranes (RBM) came into being. The British Standard under the same
name was published in 2005 to include these new materials BS 8217:2005.
What lies beneath the membrane is very important to the success of the system,
along with the edge details. For example, is it a warm roof or a cold roof? (This
depends on where the insulation is positioned.) If it is a cold roof with insulation
immediately above the ceiling, in between the joists, there must be a clear
unobstructed minimum 50mm gap between the top of the insulation on the
underside of the deck. It also needs to be ventilated at both ends to avoid
condensation; condensation is often misinterpreted as a roof leak. This must be
checked if you are installing a new membrane. The British Standards say that cold
deck roofs should be avoided.
Two additional details that are sometimes installed incorrectly are the ‘top of the
mansard’ and the ‘pitched roof abutment’. The top of the mansard is important as
it takes the rainwater from the main roof and diverts it down the face of the
vertical section; this is achieved by placing a lead flashing at the top of the tiles
up and under the fascia without the use of a gutter.
With the pitched roof abutment, it is the need to extend the membrane on a
layboard under the tiles, far enough up to provide for a depth of water of at least
150mm. This is to allow for the pressure of the water coming down the tiles to
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stop when it reached the flat and to build-up as it moves more
slowly to the outlets of the roof.
It is recommend that contractors refer to BS 8217:2005 which has
diagrams of both of these details, and many more besides.

Know the Standards and Don’t be Caught
Out
Kevin Taylor – Technical & Training Manager (Pitched
Roofing)
The number one tip for any slating and tiling contractors working
in the domestic market is to ensure they are familiar with the
contents of BS 8000-6:2013 (workmanship) and the relevant parts
of BS 5534 (design and installation).
Many of those working in the domestic market may have picked
up the trade in an informal way from others and might not be
aware of the content or the significance of these standards. Whilst
they both take the form of ‘recommendations and guidance’, they
are the first documents to get quoted out by any consultant or
surveyor, or the awkward customer, who wants to check the roof
for compliance.
The bottom line is that slating and tiling work in the UK should
comply with these standards, unless there is a good reason why it
either can’t (e.g. for technical reasons) or doesn’t have to (e.g. out
of scope works like certain traditional practices, heritage work
etc.) and the onus would normally fall on the roofing contractor to
explain why they hadn’t worked to the standards.
The main changes in the standards are that bedded hip and ridge
tiles must be mechanically fixed, that single laps tiles must all be
mechanically fixed, and that the underlay has to be confirmed as
suitable for the job in question (based on location, gauge etc. the
easiest way is to check with the manufacturer). If ridge and hip
tiles cannot be mechanically fixed, then it may be acceptable to
bed and point them in the traditional way, but that part of the
work would then be deemed to be out of scope with the

standards. The other option would be to replace the ridge and hip tiles with
ones which can be mechanically fixed.
Other changes include the requirement to make sure underlay laps are
secured under a batten (full size) or are sealed with the tapes provided by the
underlay manufacturer or integrated glue strips. If securing with a batten, it
is generally felt that it is better to increase the underlay laps where
necessary so the lap falls under a naturally occurring batten course than to
install extra battens, which might then cause trip hazards and problems
when stacking slates or tiles on the roof.
Batten standards is another area to be aware of. Whilst the wording of BS
5534 has not changed on battens since the 2003 edition (plus 2010
amendment), the supply of factory graded battens into the market has
increased dramatically. This means that because fully-compliant battens are
available in sufficient quantities, anyone using part-graded battens may be
expected to explain why they are using non-compliant battens. In theory, it
is possible to finish the grading on site but in order to comply with the
standards, each piece would have to be stamped with the relevant marks,
and documentation would need to be completed by a person competent in
grading battens.
The minimum thickness for slating and tiling battens should be 25mm and
this is unchanged from the previous standard. However, many older roofs
were battened with 19mm battens and thicker battens can cause problems

when tying tiles or slates into an adjacent roof (e.g. a mid-terraced or
semi-detached house). In this case, roofers should speak to the local
authority building control before proceeding, as they may allow 19mm
battens if the rafters are 450mm centres or less, and it is important for
aesthetic reasons to avoid a step or junction.
Drape
Underlay drape has also become a real issue in recent years and it is
important for roofers to be aware of the latest requirements. In both
Standards, the guidance is to lay the underlay to a ‘nominal’ drape of
10mm, as this allows any water in the roof to drain away behind the
battens, and avoids baggy underlay which can balloon up and transfer
additional wind loads to the backs of the slates and tiles. In practical
terms, this means laying the underlay just ‘off-tight’ so there is a slight
drape, there should be no need to actually measure the drape, but it is
important to avoid pulling the underlay taut, as any water getting into
the roof can then track across the battens and into the roof via the
batten nails.
Ensuring you are aware of when the standards and regulations change
and keep up to date with changes takes some effort; but it is rewarded
with the confidence that your work complies with manufacturer’s
instructions, regulations and industry standards, and will stand up to
scrutiny wherever that might come from.
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Working at Height

Bringing the Safe Working at Height
Legacy to Life
challenge of the project was that a number of extremely large air
handling units were sited on the plant deck of the building, and had
to be removed. These were absolutely colossal - each as big as a
house - and with more than 20 of them situated across the plant
area, the danger was that workforce removing these air handling
units would be exposed to a fall hazard during the process.”
Loadings

Here East, the reborn Olympic Press and Broadcast Centre

As the Rio Olympics hoves into view it’s timely to catch-up on the
legacy of the London Olympics in 2012. As one of the biggest
construction projects in Europe, the Olympic Park was a great safety
success with zero fatalities and a below the norm injury rate. No
sooner had the last Paralympic event been completed, the £6 billion
transformation began to evolve the sporting complex into a
residential, cultural and technological centre of excellence,
showcasing the best of British innovation.
Back in 2012 over 100,000 hours of live action were broadcast from the
Press and Broadcasting Centre at the heart of the Olympic Park which
is now known as Here East. The development is designed to use the
connectivity and facilities created for the world’s press and build on it
to offer the most advanced digital infrastructure in Europe. Today it is
home to a sports broadcast station and a technology and creative
nucleus for East London. However, a considerable amount of
remodelling and restructuring was necessary to transform the building
from a temporary base for the world’s media to a permanent home for
a host of companies including BT Sport, which broadcasts 24/7 from
its 80,000 square feet production hub.

A fall protection system was fixed to the main steelwork of the plant
area above the air handling units. However, the span exceeded the
standard 60m so following consultation with the Latchways
technical department, additional wire supports were installed
perpendicular to the main span to reduce the span, free fall distance
and potential loadings.
Many lessons were learnt from the zero accident achievement at the
Olympic Park that were disseminated by the Olympic Delivery
Authority [http://bit.ly/1HZiWYO] through the industry. While
imitation may be the sincerest form of flattery, by treating each
project’s safety requirement as a unique challenge that needs a
unique solution it should be possible to emulate the safety success
of the Olympic Park.

Contracted to provide working from height solutions during this
transformation was HCL Safety Ltd. The company was responsible for
installing the fall protection systems on many of the Park’s buildings
and structures but the Broadcast centre roof area presented its very
own challenges.

Each project’s safety requirements must be treated as a unique challenge.

Here East under Construction - Extensive building works have
transformed the Olympic Park into a permanent cultural and technical
hub as well as a world-class sporting facility.

Latchways’ Head of Sales Jonathan Seymour said: “Everyone knows,
projects aren’t constrained by what’s ‘normal’. It’s exciting to be
involved with headliner projects like the Olympics but each project’s
safety challenges must be assessed individually. It’s good to rise to
the unique challenges presented by the Olympics, the O2 or the
brand new Birmingham New Street Rail station in the knowledge
that we have helped these projects to achieve zero accidents. ”

Matt Lines, Area Manager spoke of the logistics of keeping workers at
height safe on one of the country’s most famous parks: “The main
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Enquiry 1

Contractor’s Column

Training to Win
Tony Burke, Managing Director at Avonside Group Services

“Somewhere in the world, someone is training when you are not. When you come up against them
who is more likely to succeed?” Roger Bannister
In the first column in this series, I spoke about the need for a
different perspective across the roofing sector on recruiting
the best and brightest workers we possibly can. And, in the
spirit of putting ‘first things first’, I believe that this was an
appropriate place to start as we seek to raise standards
across roofing.
Now, having recruited new people into the industry, the next
challenge is to employ them gainfully, begin to get a ROI,
and - given how much trouble we went to in order to secure
them in the first place – to implement an effective staff
retention strategy.
Training is the key element that ticks all of those boxes.
There are many misconceptions about training: a primary one
being that training is ‘nice to have’ and is a soft option that
benefits the employee; that it’s something warm and fuzzy
about peoples career development.
This could not be further from the truth. The decision to train
and improve your staff should be a hard-headed business
decision that should be taken with clear business objectives.
One of the main reasons for this ‘soft’ perception about
training, I believe, is that it is often difficult to quantify the
benefits. Difficult, but not impossible. With a degree of focus
and objectivity any business can identify metrics that can
quantify business improvement in key areas such as health
and safety, productivity and customer service. It actually
applies to any area of the business and the starting point
should always be to identify a key area of improvement.
We are all acutely aware of the widely publicised skills
shortages in the roofing industry, and that the skills deficit is
forecast to be with us for years to come. But what are we
doing to address the issue? I believe that it is the
responsibility of individual business’ to take ownership of
this issue.
Government initiatives and support – yes, but ultimately it’s
for the many contracting businesses to stand up and take
ownership, ably supported by the many excellent
organisations that offer guidance and access to funding.
I know from our own experience at Avonside Group that we
are indebted to organisations such as the Roofing Industry
Alliance for just such support.
With their help and support, we have recruited a further 7
apprentices so far this year as part of our objective to recruit
30 apprentices over a 2 year period. In addition, we have

delivered 1,161 days of training year to date and this has been coordinated by
the Training Officer we recruited last year.
We believe that all of this activity gives us a real advantage in the market. We
are able to bring individuals through to productivity in a way that is in line
with our business practices and taps into the years of experience we have
already within our business. Training helps our people do things the ‘Avonside
Way’. Such an approach to training, I am sure, would benefit each of your
businesses in a similar way.
And our commitment doesn’t stop there – we are determined to working with
our sub-contractors to help them benefit from improved standards. We have a
programme to ensure that at least one member of all our sub-contractor teams
is trained to SSSTS as part of their development.
I started this column with a quote from the world of sport – so often an area
we use as a metaphor. I like this quote from Sir Roger Bannister because in
addition to promoting the cause of training, it also shows that there is a
payback – that by training harder and better than the other guy, we give
ourselves a much better chance of winning.
This I believe goes to the heart of the matter of sponsoring training for
employees. Yes, it’s good practice, and yes its part of an array of support that
can attract and retain the best people. All of these factors are important, and
underpin our ambitions for growth. However, the thing I most like about the
quote is that the ultimate payback of training (providing it is well-thoughtthrough and well-delivered) is that it actually makes you better than your
competition - which in nearly every case will secure you more revenue, more
margin and ultimately more profit.
That’s the real payback to investing in training – it makes you more likely to
win!!
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Enquiry 2

Sustainable Roofing

Cradle to Cradle:
Making Sense of Sustainability
Phil Cook, Managing Director of Euroclad, looks at how to ensure your metal roof system is sustainable
from cradle to cradle.

By selecting a mineral fibre type of insulation - such as stone wool or glass
wool, which maintains its U-Value over time - you can ensure the thermal
performance of a building’s roof remains constant throughout its life.
End of Life Options
At the end of a building’s useful life the cradle to cradle circle closes and the
end of life options need to be considered. Built-up metal roof and wall
cladding can be deconstructed with relative ease and the steel or aluminium
external and liner sheets can be recycled. Mineral wool insulation cores
contain zero ozone depleting substances, have low global warming potential
and no added greenhouse gases. This means that the insulation can be dealt
with easily. Mineral wool does not have to be treated as special or
hazardous waste and can be completely recycled into virgin product.
Metal has much to offer in the areas of green technology and sustainability
and members of the Metal Cladding and Roofing Manufacturers Association
(MCRMA) are at the forefront of developing innovative solutions. These
technologies include: green roofing systems that can improve the thermal
performance of a building; solar PV systems that can integrate with existing
and new roof assemblies; and Transpired Solar Collectors (TSCs) to deliver
naturally warmed fresh air into the building.
The MCRMA encourages the take-up of a cradle to cradle approach to
sustainability with careful consideration of the sourcing of materials and the
manufacture of products, through to the implications of their performance
when installed and the end of life recycling and disposal.
The M&S Store at Cheshire Oaks is an example that shows how metal
roofing can be an integral part of a sustainably-focused building. This Marks
and Spencers flagship store is the second largest M&S store in the UK and is
their greenest, using the latest innovations to reduce environmental impact.
The roof is a built-up metal system, which combines minimal environmental
impact with impressive looks. It is comprised of 11,000m2 of multi-waveform
standing seam roof, glass wool insulation and curved liner sheet. The
aluminium roof reflects excess heat and 100% of the aluminium is from a
recycled source. It also helps to achieve outstanding air tightness in the
store of less than three (3m3/hr/m2 @50 pascals).

The phrase ‘cradle to cradle’ was coined in the 1970s and popularised by
McDonough and Braungart’s book of the same name, published in 2002.
According to the Dictionary of Sustainability the term means that all material
inputs and outputs can either be recycled or reused with no loss of quality. In
contrast, cradle to grave refers to a company taking responsibility for the
disposal of goods it has produced but not necessarily putting the products
constituent components back into service.
A holistic approach to cradle to cradle sustainability looks to minimise the
environmental impact of the production of components, manufacturing
processes, transport, installation, use and end of life. It would also include a
life cycle assessment of environmental impact categories such as global
warming, resource depletion, embodied energy, eutrophication, acidification
and volatile organic compound emissions.
So how do you guarantee that your metal roof system offers cradle to cradle
sustainability which encompasses all of these various elements?
The first step is to source CE Marked products which are produced in the UK
to an Environmental Management System accredited to ISO 14001:2004 and a
Quality Management System accredited to ISO 9001:2008; ideally from a
manufacturer that has achieved or is committed to achieving the BES 6001
standard for responsible sourcing. This will ensure you are purchasing high
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quality products, manufactured in an environmentally accountable
way from responsibly sourced materials and will result in lower
transport costs and emissions than imported products.
Materials

By sourcing a cladding system which is able to tick all of the boxes, it is
possible to protect your pocket as well as the planet. A cradle to cradle
approach can deliver a sustainable metal roof solution that doesn’t cost the
earth.
A leading UK manufacturer of metal roof and wall products Euroclad has
unrivalled product choice, high quality manufacturing and comprehensive
technical support.

Materials form a big part of the overall sustainability of a roof or wall
cladding system. Steel and aluminium are the most common materials
used in metal building envelopes and, despite the energy associated
with the initial manufacture of these materials, they offer significant
advantages when considering the entire product lifecycle.
The type of system used can have a major impact on the sustainability
of an external building envelope. Metal built-up roof and wall
assemblies are engineered to be quickly constructed onsite delivering
faster project completion. Site assembly allows for optimal transport
loads which can reduce disruption to local communities and cut down
CO2 emissions.
Installed performance of a roof or wall is critical to the cradle to cradle
philosophy in the context of construction. Thermal performance that
can not only achieve but exceed building regulations and will
contribute significantly to achieving an energy efficient building,
particularly when it is combined with good air tightness.

Enquiry 15
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Consumer Rights
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When Things Go Wrong
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In this, the last article in his three-part series, Don Waterworth, Chartered Building Surveyor and Engineer and Expert
Witness, discuss what new rights the consumer now has under the Consumer Rights Act 2015.

Under the Consumer Rights Act 2015 (CRA 2015), specific indications
are given of what you must provide for a consumer as part of any
roofing works undertaken. The consumer’s statutory rights under the
Act are:
1. The goods (or service) must be of satisfactory quality;
2. The goods (or service) must be fit for a particular purpose the
consumer has made known
3. The goods (or service) should match any description, sample or
model by reference to which they were supplied.
These are referred to as the consumer’s ‘core goods’ rights.
Other rights are also detailed under the Act:
1. Certain information provided before the contract is made should
be complied with.
2. Installation must be done properly where the goods are both
supplied and installed.
In a nutshell, you must first of all have a clear and unambiguous
contract which clearly sets out what you are to provide to the
customer with product references and the full price of the works.
You cannot charge for extras or variations unless such extras and
variations are agreed before work starts by the customer.
You must carry out the work properly and to a reasonable standard
(the works do not need to be perfect, but do need to be of a standard
one would expect of a reasonably competent tradesman).
If all these conditions have been complied with, and if the customer
makes a complaint to you and it is shown that you have breached the
CRA because the product or workmanship are below standard, then
you must repair or replace the goods within one month.
You will be given only one attempt to rectify a defect
Any further attempts at rectification will only be allowed if a
consumer makes a request that you undertake further attempts - the
choice is the consumer’s, not yours!
The consumer has a right to a repair or replacement of the goods
(including re-installation of a service such as a roof replacement). If
your one attempt at remedial work is ineffective, the consumer has
the right to a price reduction or the final right to completely reject the
work.
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Important
Under the CRA 2015 there is an option for the consumer to reject the
goods and request a full refund within the first 30 days of the
contract being agreed. This is referred to as the 'short-term right to
reject'. However, this ‘short-term right to reject’ does not apply to
incorrect installations.
Roofing contractors should be taking the new rights and
responsibilities of the Consumer Rights Act 2015 very seriously
indeed. This is a significant piece of government legislation, which
was long overdue and gives considerable rights to the consumer.

ONE WARRANTY covers your pitched
roofing products for 15 years

In my opinion, and having worked on building disputes for over 25
years, it is about time that the consumer was given some 'teeth' to
enable householders to receive proper professional service and
workmanship from those tradesmen working in the residential sector.
This legislation effectively achieves that. No longer are consumers at
the mercy of tradesmen who expect to be paid for sub-standard
work, or who expect the householder to give them endless repeated
opportunities to put right shoddy workmanship.

ONE WARRANTY combines the convenience of dealing with one company for
the whole process, with the peace of mind that comes from working with a
trusted brand.

We should all be pleased that the days of a 'verbal quote' or a quote
written on a scrap of paper which is so sparse that the lack of
information bamboozles the consumer, are coming to an end. The
clear message of the Consumer Rights Act 2015 is that there is no
room for dodgy cowboy tradesmen.
Consumers deserve a professional service and workmanship and if
you are not prepared to provide this in future, then you should
consider changing your career!

•
•
•
•
•
•

15 year single package warranty
Provide extra value at no extra cost to you
Gain an edge over your competition
Full support from SIG Roofing
Enjoy reduced and simplified administration, from registration to claim
A single package warranty backed by SIG, a FTSE 250 company

Become a ONE WARRANTY registered contractor today at
www.sigroofing.co.uk/onewarranty and enjoy the ease and
benefits of ONE Roof, ONE Name, ONE WARRANTY.
For more information and terms & conditions please visit: www.sigroofing.co.uk/onewarranty

W: www.sigroofing.co.uk/onewarranty
T: 0800 988 3349

PITCHED ROOFING
FLAT ROOFING
INDUSTRIAL ROOFING
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Rolled Lead Sheet

Installing a Roof That Stands the Test of Time
Darren Tutt, Technical Officer at the Lead Sheet Association takes a look at the best ways to ensure you
get the longest life out of a lead roof

It is important to get the sizing correct on gutters and the
minimum ratio of fall for all lead gutters is 1:80.

The longevity you can expect from a well-installed lead roof is far superior to many other
products, particularly those that are man-made. However, in order to make sure you get
the longest life out of your lead roof possible, there are a number of steps that need to be
followed.

Because of thermal movement, lead sheet dimensions have to be
limited, as a fundamental principle, the thicker the lead, the
larger each piece.

All the technical details in The Rolled Lead Sheet Manual refer to British Standard Rolled
Lead Sheet to BS EN 12588. This should be laid on fully supported roof constructions that
conform to the current Building Regulations and the recommendations of British Standards
5250 and 6229.

The table below shows the maximum length and girth for the
five codes of lead sheet that are used for linings of both box and
tapered gutters.

According to BS6229, flat roofs should be designed with minimum falls of 1:40 to ensure a
finished fall of 1:80 can be achieved, allowing for any inaccuracies in the construction.
Wood cored rolls are used for joints in the direction of the fall and drips are always used
for joints across the fall.
rows of nails are recommended when fixing code 7 or above
on pitches over 60 degrees.

Pitching it right!
A lead roof changes from flat to pitched at 11 degrees. Joints across the fall become laps
instead of drips and the lead is nailed directly to the substrate.
The length of lap required is related to the roof pitch, however, a 75mm vertical lap must
be maintained at all times. Fig 55 shows actual lap dimensions for selected angles.
Joints used in the direction of the fall may be wood cored rolls, hollow rolls, or welts and
the size of each panel is limited in relation to the thickness of lead used.
Two rows of copper or stainless steel nails at the top of each sheet - and in the top third
of an undercloak, should wood cored rolls be used - will hold the lead in position. Three

Ventilation is key

It is of paramount importance, even in ventilated warm roofs to ensure that the
vapour control layer is as effective as possible with correctly sealed joints and
abutments.

As well as the pitch of a roof being important so is the
method of ventilation.

A 50mm ventilation gap is recommended for flat lead roofs, with 25mm being suitable
for vertical cladding or cheeks.

Although a cold roof is an acceptable method of
construction, it will be suitable for lead roofing only if any
warm air that may percolate through the vapour check to
cause condensation in the insulation area, can be readily
dissipated by adequate ventilation under the decking. A
cold roof is unlikely to be effective over highly heated or
humid areas.

Although natural ventilation will be adequate for most circumstances, it may be
necessary to use mechanical ventilation where the risk of condensation is very high,
for example a lead roof over a swimming pool.

For most lead roofing and cladding on new buildings, a
ventilated warm roof is recommended. Ventilation above the
insulation will disperse any moisture that may percolate
through the vapour control layer. Although recommended,
it is usually difficult to achieve a 100% effective vapour
control layer and without ventilation, any moisture
penetration could be trapped in the insulation area.

In some cases, the provision of external proprietary or site made ventilators will be
satisfactory, especially for situations where additional ventilation has to be provided
in an existing roof.
One of the most common mistakes we deal with in the LSA’s Technical Office is in
relation to the ventilation of roofs, so I can’t stress enough how important getting it
right is.

If you follow these guidelines, you and your client should have
peace of mind and a roof that stands the test of time.

The importance of good guttering
As well as ventilating the roof properly, it is also important to minimise the chance of
water ingress by installing guttering correctly.
Gutter linings can generally be divided into three main groups.
Box gutters usually have parallel sides and should be not less than 225mm wide.
When used with a lead covered roof, the upstand of a gutter should not be less than
100mm.
A tapered gutter will occur where a pitched roof abuts a vertical wall or where a
horizontal valley gutter joins two pitched roofs. With a tapered gutter the pitched roof
merges into the sole of the gutter without upstands. According to the fall of the
gutter and the pitch of the roof, the gutter sole will increase in width at the each drip.
Therefore, the gutter is wider at the highest point than at the lowest.
Box and tapered designs are a combination of the two and are usually used when
abutting parapet walls.
Wall head or eaves gutters may be lined with lead to upgrade their performance.
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If you need help with a technical enquiry you can visit the
LSA’s website at www.leadsheet.co.uk where there is a wealth
of technical information. You can also call the technical team
on 01622 872 432 or email info@leadsheet.co.uk
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Part L

Thinking Outside the Box to
Achieve Part L
Graham Suttill, Sustainable Buildings Assessor at Darren Evans Assessments

but this is not always an option the client wants dut to the additional cost
and potential aesthetic impact.
So what can we do? The first step should be to look at the fabric of the
building, which would either mean increasing the insulation thickness or
specifying a higher performing insulation product which provides a better Uvalue with the same thickness. This might increase the capital cost but
should be balanced against savings made on the inclusion of other
renewables needed to enable a building to pass.
Within the latest SAP software the thermal bridging calculation (heat loss
across junctions such as where the wall meets the floor, known as the Psi
value) has a large impact on whether the dwelling will pass or fail, as
improvements here will positively impact emissions and the fabric energy
efficiency targets. As a starting point we will always use accredited
construction details (ACDs) but ideally you need to be offering a further
improvement.
The most widely used set of calculated values which offer improvements
over the ACDs are the Aircrete Product Association (APA) details; these can
be used when a lightweight block is specified as the inner leaf of the
external wall. The junction which has the largest impact on the heat loss
figure is the lintel, so using an independent or high performance lintel such
as the IG Hi-Therm in conjunction with the APA detail will offer a
significant improvement to your SAP calculation.

Increasingly stringent efficiency requirements within Part L of
the Building Regulations mean that many projects struggle to
achieve compliance without bolting on renewable technologies.
However, despite renewables being an easy option, this is not
always appropriate. In these instances, thinking outside the box
can help to enhance the building fabric and services in ways
that are cost-effective, easy to implement, and above all, low
energy.
With the 2013 Part L revision having had a chance to bed down,
developers, architects and housebuilders now have a good
understanding of what is needed to comply with the
regulations. However, it would appear that the majority of initial
SAP calculations do not meet the emissions or fabric energy
targets with the specification provided. The simplest approach
in this situation might be to include renewables such as PV,

There are other straightforward design approaches that can be modelled to
offer enhancements to a SAP score in addition to improvements to the
building fabric. The two most commonly specified are flue gas heat recovery
systems (FGHRS) and waste water heat recovery systems (WWHRS) which
are both used with combi boilers, however, WWHRS can also be used with
a hot water cylinder. A FGHRS works by taking the combustion heat from a
boiler which would normally be lost through the flue and using it to preheat
cold water entering the boiler. This lowers the amount of energy needed to
heat the water to the required temperature. WWHRS works by recycling the
heat from waste water from a bath or shower to preheat cold water via a
heat exchanger before it enters the boiler.
Both of these systems can make significant improvements to your SAP
calculation which can be the difference between a pass or fail. They are also
much cheaper to install than solar PV or solar hot water systems making
them a preferred route to compliance for clients in many cases.
So the lesson is that by thinking outside the box and exploring alternative
ways of ensuring a building meets the tougher demands of Part L on CO2, it
is possible to arrive at a simple and effective solution which avoids the need
for bolt-on renewables.
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Membranes

Are UK Roofs a Secret Weapon for
Combating Urban Pollution?
Phil Singleton from Icopal discusses how the roofing industry can use products to neutralise harmful
polluting gases and create healthier cities.

Although these preventative measures are an
important step in the right direction, there is
now the possibility to choose a roofing
product that proactively works with the
environment to improve a building’s
environmental performance. A bituminous
membrane that purifies harmful NOx
molecules effectively from the air, it uses
titanium dioxide to transform the harmful
nitrogen oxide particles into harmless nitrates
using sunlight, which are then removed and
washed away by the rain. Test results using
Noxite have shown that approximately 90% of
nitrogen oxides can be converted into
harmless nitrates.

The negative health implications of Nitrogen dioxide and nitric oxide were highlighted this
spring with government-issued warnings about poor air quality affecting many urban areas.
These concerns were amplified by the more recent and ongoing VW emission scandal. But
what creates pollution and what can the roofing industry do about it?
Nitrogen is released during fuel combustion, which then combines with oxygen atoms to
create nitric oxide (NO), and further combines to form nitrogen dioxide (NO2). Collectively
this is referred to as NOx. NOx is particularly present in areas of high motor vehicle traffic
such as large cities - in fact, major roads in London contribute to 65% of all NOx produced in
the capital.
If we continue to consider London as an example, the Greater London Authority reported that
long term exposure to fine particles (PM2.5) resulted in an estimated 4,267 premature deaths
in London in 2008. Although nitric oxide is not considered harmful, nitrogen dioxide is an
irritant gas and has been known to cause inflammation of the airways in high
concentrations, which could have played a part in these figures. Unsurprisingly, this has
resulted in local authorities taking action by introducing measures to reduce air pollution,
particularly in urban areas that are affected the most.
Reducing harmful emissions is now considered part of all new building designs and
refurbishments. On top of this, city centre driving tolls like the Congestion Charge, alongside
continuous encouragement to opt for public transport or car shares, are other initiatives
authorities are adopting to reduce the number of cars on the road and, therefore, reduce the
amount of fuel combustion.
Part IV of the Environment Act 1995, which covers England, Scotland and Wales, and the
Environment (Northern Ireland) Order 2002, requires all local authorities in the UK to review
and assess air quality in their area. For construction sites, the use of non-toxic paints,
solvents and other hazardous materials is preferred, with burning materials on site strictly
prohibited to reduce environmental impact. For vehicles and machinery engines, low sulphur
diesel should be used with the latest specifications of particulate filters and catalytic
converters.
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Although installed in the same way as any
other standard bituminous waterproofing
capsheet, this type of product can also be
applied with a low flame, making it 30%
faster than traditional torch-on products,
using 25% less gas as well. This means that
not only is the installation producing less
pollution, the membrane itself goes on to
reduce NOx pollution throughout its working
life.
Because the effect lasts for the entire lifespan
of the roof, it’s a great opportunity for newbuild or refurbished projects to reduce the
effect of NOx pollution to meet environmental
objectives without the need for extra time or
effort during installation. For the installer, the
process is simple and completed in good
time. For the end client, time savings help
toward completion of the project while the
environmental benefit of installing such
membranes helps to meet with local authority
objectives.
With an increasing population, it is vital that
we address air pollution with innovative
solutions. Encouraging the use of public
transport, car shares and considerate
construction sites are an important step in
the right direction. But a secret weapon in the
environmental arsenal, could be the roofing
membrane that neutralizes those harmful
gases already emitted.

NO MATTER HOW BIG OR HOW SMALL
YEOMAN RAINGUARD HAS THE SOLUTION
With over 40 years’ experience of supplying and fitting rainwater
systems we have a product to suit your unique requirements.

ALUMINIUM . GRP . CAST IRON . COPPER . ZINC

T: 0113 279 5854 W: www.rainguard.co.uk E: sallyann@rainguard.co.uk
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March 2013

For more information on Icopal visit
http://www.icopal-noxite.co.uk/
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WE HAVE A STYLE
TO MATCH YOURS

Follow us on:
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Envirotile
Envirotile offers unrivalled technical performance
along with excellent eco-credentials. Its precision
design utilises the latest in recycled material
technology, ensuring every tile meets the highest
standards. BBA tested : easily conforms to New
recommended guidelines in BS:5534-2014

Extremely robust - No more foot traffic problems or
concerns to tiled areas.
Guaranteed - to give your customers a truly amazing
unrivalled performance that will undoubtably minimise
your future maintenance costs.
Up to 25% quicker to fit and 80% lighter than a
standard concrete tile.
Maintains integrity at a minimum low pitch of 12.5
degrees.
Resistant to mould, moss and fungus.
Complies with the Code for Sustainable Homes
Fixed and interlocked in eight places making it
significantly more vandal and burglar proof.
Contact us on 0845 2697137
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As easy as

1

in print, posted
to your door

2

on digital, emailed
to your inbox

3

online, ready
when you are

Subscription is free - just complete the card in the
magazine or visit the website and click on ‘subcribe’.
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Training

The Power of Training
When it comes to training for best roofing practice, Ray Horwood CBE, Chief Executive of The National
Federation of Roofing Contractors (NFRC), considers the benefits that it can bring versus the cost of downtime.

In the world of roofing, time means money. Down-time on any
project, whether it’s due to bad weather, sickness or even bad
traffic, can cause delays to the job and earnings to slip away as
the job is extended. Whether you are a one-man band, or a
larger operation with several employees, down-time costs
money.
Hence, I tread cautiously when talking about the importance of
training and development of skills, as the absence from work to
attend a training course can mean loss of earnings for many
contractors. That being said; people are the most valuable
asset that any company has, and it is essential to have fully
trained staff and an operative workforce for a business to be
successful in today's market. Roofing is no exception - training
is vital if you want to stay ahead of the game.
In addition to widening your knowledge and skills base,
resolving any technical issues along the way, training may
even add value to your business and open up new
opportunities as a result. This will help increase the chances of
winning more work and more varied jobs in the future. Plus, it
will help boost your bottom line and job satisfaction too.
In the roofing industry, the need for training has become more
pronounced over recent years, as a consequence of the many
developments that continue to shape its future. As well as
changes to all major British Standards, there has been
widespread growth in the use of BIM and more sophisticated
solar technologies, to name but a few. Add to this the
emergence of a savvier customer, and it’s patently clear that
investing in training is no longer a luxury; it is a necessity.
With no end in sight to the skills gap that is prevalent in
roofing and the construction industry as a whole, training can
play a major part in helping to increase the number of skilled
roofers to achieve NVQ Roofing Qualifications, and to improve
the knowledge of those working in the roofing industry. This in
turn should attract other skilled workers looking to join our
industry.
The decision to invest in training becomes easier when you are
a member of a trade association, such as NFRC. Being a
member ensures that you never get left behind. Instead, you
will have a fast-pass to the latest opportunities and
developments, as well as access to NFRC Technical Bulletins,
and extensive workshops and training sessions - some of
which are free or offered at reduced rates.
Resources
The list of training resources open to NFRC members is
extensive, covering NVQ roofing courses and CSCS
certification, and there is a wide variety of other courses
covering new entrant training (NET) apprentices, the
Construction Apprenticeship Scheme (CAS), On Site
Assessment and Training (OSAT), Upskilling courses and
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many more. These courses are all provided by the Regional Roof Training
Groups across eight locations throughout the country, and overseen by the
Roofing Industry Alliance - they are all for the benefit of the roofing contractor.
Manufacturers can also play a vital role, when it comes to training. Generally
speaking, you can access manufacturers’ training more locally and attend ‘drop
in’ training sessions held at local branches. However, the newly launched Basic
Competency Programme (BCP) puts emphasis on the approved manufacturer
training that supports the operatives who have neither a full competency nor an
official roofing qualification to obtain one, and helps them to convert their
green CSCS card to the Blue Skilled Worker CSCS card. The BCP course
duration can vary from one day to several, and on completion the learner will
achieve ‘credits’ towards their NVQ. The BCP will benefit all roofing trades that
have difficulty in sourcing formal roofing training and qualifications at local and
regional level.
NFRC is also affiliated to many colleges and training providers throughout the
country, as well as being involved in various committees, joint initiatives with
CITB and our skills competitions - Skillbuild and the IFD World Championships
for Young Roofers - amongst other things.
Standing still is never a good option in business, and continuing education and
professional development is key for everyone. Investing in training means that
that you and your workforce will always meet the technical standards required
by the industry, and will help reduce the risk of defects and any disputes that
may arise due to poor workmanship.
To train or not to train? It pays to heed the words of John Harvey, the famous
British author who once said: “If you think education is expensive, try
ignorance”.
For more information please visit www.nfrc.co.uk or contact 020 7638 7663.
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Rainwater

From Rain to Drain:
Taking Water Management Seriously
Steve Durdant-Hollamby, Managing Director of Alumasc Water Management Solutions, says rainfall,
climate change and the increase in urbanisation are testing our built environment so that water
management now needs to be a top priority.
The Thames Barrier is being closed more frequently than ever
before. Not due to North Sea surges, which it was originally
designed to protect against, but because prolonged and
heavy rainfall in the London catchment area has regularly
overwhelmed drainage systems. Built in 1982 and designed to
deal with 2-3 closures a year, the Thames Barrier shut 8
times in the 1980s, 31 times in 1990s, 80 times in the 2000s,
and 55 times up to mid-2014.
In July, London saw a month’s worth of rain fall in a single
day. The Environmental Agency reports that parts of the
south coast of England have already received over twice as
much rainfall this year as the national average.
But this isn’t just a UK problem – it’s worldwide. In
September, violent storms and flooding hit south-eastern
France, killing more than 20 people. The city of Nice received
10% of its average yearly rainfall in 2 days.
Our roofs weren’t built to cope with such excessive,
concentrated rainfall and the drainage systems they’re
connected to can’t cope.

Green Infrastructure alternatives, such as Green Roofs and SuDS are seen as a
highly effective way of reducing the risk associated with severe rainfall and
flooding, protecting buildings in urban developments, and minimising the
impact of climate change.

The 2010 Flood and Water Management Act, which set out to make SuDS
mandatory on all developments, was never implemented and is now only a
guideline rather than an essential measure. SuDs need only be considered on
Insurers are concerned about climate change. Heavy rainfall
large developments with policy and decisions on their use devolved to local
and flooding in the built environment has a dramatic effect on authorities.
our homes and businesses. In the past year more than 165,000 Government estimates that just 40% of new developments and reflood insurance claims in the UK have amounted to an
developments are drained by SuDS. So 60% are being built for yesterday.
estimated £3bn. Climate change is increasing the intensity
Capturing, Containing, Channelling
and frequency of extreme rainfall events, making flash
flooding an ever increasing problem.
More storms and heavy rainfall is just the beginning. Increased urbanisation in
Recently, the Governor of the Bank of England, Mark Carney, towns and cities, and more paved over landscape has reduced natural drainage
where rain can drain in a controlled and sustainable way. But we need to be
said that climate change is the biggest threat to the UK
thinking about water as soon as it hits the building, starting at the roof, and
economy and businesses. His comments were based on the
capturing, containing and channelling rainfall all the way from water source to
Financial Services report into the insurance sector’s exposure
water course.
to climate risk. By 2080, Government estimates the cost of
How we deal with more intense rainfall is important. And if climate change is
flooding to UK economy and businesses will reach up to
becoming one of the biggest risks to the economic and financial stability of
£12bn. If the Bank of England is starting to worry, so should
the UK, action is needed; now. We need to take water management seriously.
we!
Rethinking what, where and how we build, and more importantly, how we
On average the UK gets 133 days of precipitation every year,
look after buildings.
totalling almost 34 inches of rain. It may not seem a lot but in
Joined up thinking: From rain to drain
heavy storms when we’re dealing with intense rainfall in
roofs, gutters, downpipes and drains can be overwhelmed.
We can protect our buildings, people and environment by incorporating
In 2014, Government introduced a £2.5bn investment in flood practical joined up thinking across all levels of the supply chain; suppliers,
contractors, architects, merchants and builders. As an industry, investing in
defence. The scheme aims to provide funding to over 1,400
risk reduction now will bring effective, tangible and immediate benefits.
projects in a 6 year plan to protect over 300,000 homes.

Recently, The Institute of Civil Engineers (ICE) called for
Government to protect this flood defence scheme from cuts,
saying that a ‘prevention is better than cure’ approach was
needed. Nick Baveystock, ICE Director General, argued that
robust, effective infrastructure benefits society and the
economy.
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Think coherent, fully integrated water management systems, for every stage,
from roof to ground. Absorbing rain, slowing up the process and ensuring that
the whole system copes better with water flow.
AWMS provides engineered products that help capture, contain and channel water in a
controlled and sustainable way. To find out more visit www.alumascwms.co.uk. Follow
us @AlumascWMS.
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New Sawhorse Range is a Cut
Above

Responding to customer feedback, ToughBuilt
has updated its full range of best-selling
sawhorses, to offer a range that is more robust
and reliable than ever before. Available at four
price points to suit all budgets, each of the new
sawhorses is made from 100% high-grade
steel, powder-coated and zinc-plated to
prevent corrosion. Able to withstand rigorous
environments, each ToughBuilt sawhorse
neatly folds down to take up minimal space in
work vans. Compact and sturdy with fast-open
legs, the ToughBuilt C300 Sawhorse offers
unparalleled value, with an unrivalled capacity
of 1100lb when used alone, doubling up to
2200lb when used as a pair. The ToughBuilt
C550 Sawhorse and Jobsite Table has pivoting
feet for maximum stability on any surface,
alongside innovative material support pegs
which enable upright storage of materials and
easy cutting. Ideal for use in all terrains, the
1300lb capacity ToughBuilt C650 Sawhorse
and Jobsite Table has telescopic, adjustable
height legs and the ToughBuilt C700 has
adjustable support arms that will fit CLS 2x4
or 4x4. ToughBuilt products are distributed in
the UK by Hyde. For more information call
0121 705 7987, visit www.toughbuilt.co.uk
email toughbuilt@brianhyde.co.uk.
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Bauder Launches New Website
Bauder, one of
E u r o p e ’ s
l e a d i n g
manufacturers
of
flat
roof
waterproofing
solutions, has
o f f i c i a l l y
launched
its
new
website.
The refreshed
site delivers an engaging and interactive user
experience with exciting new content,
structure, navigation and resources available
for download. Key features include; design
guides, installation videos, CPD seminar
overviews and a Technical Centre that offers
free CAD drawings, specifications, product and
system certifications and maintenance advice.
Bauder’s
Managing
Director
Andrew
Mackenzie explained that the new website has
been designed to improve user experience:
“Our aim is to use our new website and social
media channels to deliver interesting, relevant
and unique content that users will find
beneficial to their professional working lives.
We have increased the amount of
downloadable resources, as well as providing
insightful and reliable technical data.
Regardless of who is using our website –
architects, surveyors, building owners, facility
managers, contractors etc., we want them to
be able to easily find the information and
answers they are looking for to assist them
with their projects.” The easy to navigate site
showcases the company’s full range of flat
roof, green roof, and PV solutions including
Bauder’s new combined PV and green roof
offering
Bauder
BioSOLAR.
See
www.bauder.co.uk.
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Bloor Homes Chooses Classic
Seaside Finish
Bloor Homes has opted for Canjaere Classic as
the external finish for its latest project, an
exclusive development of 3, 4 and 5 bedroom
houses in the seaside town of Lyme Regis, Dorset.
The client selected the oil treatment supplied by
the A. Proctor Group in Brown to protect and
enhance timber cladding on the properties. The
Canjaere Classic range preserves the beauty and
resilience of natural wood by increasing its water
resistance and stability. The sophisticated
treatment which comprises a mixture of mineral
and vegetable oils protects the timber by inhibiting
moisture pick-up. Bloor Homes is benefitting from
the peace of mind that the project will look good for
years to come thanks to Canjaere Classic’s 30
year warranty against rot and decay. Canjaere
Classic is available in four natural colours, and has
a range of colour-matched accessories. For More
information see www.proctorgroup.com, email
contact@proctorgroup.com or call 01250 872261.
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Builder Rebecca Scoops UK
Worker of the Year Third Place

Rebecca Rowlands, 37, a builder from Chapelen-le-Frith in Derbyshire, has finished third in
this year’s UK Worker of the Year competition,
scooping £1,000 in holiday vouchers. Rebecca
attended Brands Hatch along with five other
finalists vying to become UK Worker of the
Year, a competition run by globally recognised
workwear brand Dickies. Rebecca was beaten
to the award by homicide case worker Katie
Washbourne and railway engineer Paul
Middleton, who finished first and second
respectively. Rebecca commented: “It was a
great weekend and I really enjoyed meeting
everyone. I’m delighted to have finished third
and I’d like to thank Dickies for running such a
fabulous initiative, which recognises and
rewards hard work in our country’s workforce.
Rebecca runs a modern day building company
called Oakfield Home Improvements. Her job
involves selling the company’s service to
potential clients, to helping install stone roofs
on 150 year-old buildings. Rebecca prides
herself on outstanding customer service and
quality finish. Maurice Morton, sales and
marketing director at Dickies said: “I’d like to
congratulate Rebecca and our other five
finalists, who were all brilliant. We’ve never had
a judging day that has been so close and where
all of our finalists could have won the
competition.”
For more information see
www.ukworkeroftheyear.com

.
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Delvemade is GE Momentive Customer of the Year
Delvemade, the manufacturer of Seamsil® Cut Edge Corrosion treatment, has recently hosted a visit
from three senior executives, from Momentive Performance Materials Inc., part of US giant GE
Silicones. Tarek Bassil, Rich Wilson and Joseph F. Bruderek, made a special trip across the pond to
present Delvemade with its ‘Customer of the Year 2014’ award. As always there had been many
contenders for one of Momentive’s most prestigious international
accolades. The award came as quite a surprise as Delvemade is a
relatively small operation, when compared with other Momentive
customers. In a short presentation ceremony at Delvemade’s
production facility at Itac’s factory in Manchester, senior commercial
manager Tarek Bassil explained that the recipient of the award was not
determined by sales alone. The fact that Delvemade has seen growth in
excess of 20% over the last two years was important. But the key
reason for choosing Delvemade was the way the business operates and
its decade’s long successful relationship with GE. Also taken into
account was the UK company’s contribution and track record of
sharing its success and exchanging information, which was seen to
epitomise a great two-way business partnership. For more information
call Delvemade on 01204 868604, email: delvemade@itac.uk.com or
visit www.delvemade.co.uk.
Enquiry
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New Fire Code – Joint Code of Practice 9th Edition
Following the recent changes to the CDM Regulations, the “Joint Code of Practice on the Protection
of Construction Sites and Buildings Undergoing Renovation” (“the Fire Code”) has been updated and
republished as the new 9th Edition. The new 9th Edition requires:
n Third party approved flame retardant temporary covering materials must be used exclusively on
all parts of the site.
n Photovoltaic panels being installed in accordance with the specification or
relevant Code of Practice under the contract and maintained during the
project.
n Fire watch periods for hot permit work being undertaken on the basis of
minimum time scales.
Automatic fire detection systems being installed in enclosed spaces and
extended as work progresses on large timber framed structures.
Widely recognised and regarded, the Firecode applies to activities carried out
prior to and during the procurement, construction and design process. It is
commonly referred to in insurance contracts and is recognised as 'best
practice'. The Code can be purchased from Construction Industry Publications
on 0870 078 4400 or via the CIP website www.cip-books.com. Copies cost
£25 each plus p&p. There is a special combo edition which includes an
updated fire prevention checklist costing £35 each plus p&p.
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Modular Roofing

Filon Feature

Can Modular Roofing Give Housing the Boost it Needs?

Filon Daylighting Creates the Perfect
Conditions for Cows That Milk
Themselves!

While the construction industry is finally seeing uplift, the numbers of houses being built is still seen as problematically too few.
David Patrick, Head of Marketing at Redland, discusses how modular roofing might give housebuilders the extra boost needed.

“We decided to use pre-tiled cassettes that could be lifted up to the
roof and fixed together with minimal time spent on the roof itself. We
felt that this was the best way to deliver a visually pleasing roof
whilst minimising the opportunity for injury to the workforce,” said
Paul.
Considering that the most common cause of accidents in the work
place between 2013 and 2014 was falling from heights, with nearly
three in 10 resulting in death, modular roofing presents a potentially
significant gain to roofing safety. Working with Redland’s
specification team, the roof was designed so that the structure could
be installed without the use of scaffolding.
Although Hopewood Park was a successful project, its construction
was not a seamless process in terms of logistics and practicality.
Issues arose when selecting tiles to be used for the modular
cassettes. Current tiles are designed to be laid using traditional
roofing practices complying with BS5534, which makes fixing them
in the same way on modular roofs difficult. Getting tiles to work in
line with modular construction will take a lot of additional work and I
wonder if modular roofing will be able to survive if the tiles can’t be
mechanically fixed.

The Government’s housing goal is 200,000 annual starts by 2020. Housing
and Planning Minister, Brandon Lewis, has been vocal about his intention
to explore alternative new building methods in an attempt to increase the
speed and efficiency of construction and boost housing numbers.
We have definitely seen an upturn since summer 2013 and progress is being
made. Figures from the latest Home Builders Federation ‘Housing Pipeline’,
which gives a detailed account of UK residential planning approvals,
demonstrate this progress: for the first time since 2008, planning permission
granted for 10 or more residential units has exceeded the 200,000 goal.
A goal is one thing; the ability to achieve that goal is quite another. A 2014
survey conducted by residential property consultants Knight Frank revealed
that 94% of developers don’t believe that the Government goal is achievable
in the long term. Although the desire is there, opposition comes from a
myriad of sources and it has been widely reported that housebuilders
simply can’t translate approvals into houses built. Modular roofing systems
could form part of the solution.
Modular roofing is not a new concept. It has previously been used for the
construction of generic buildings where it can help save time and money. It
is popular with Housing Associations, and is often involved in large
housing developments and generic projects, like chain restaurants and
housing association units.
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But it’s not just the large, formula projects that can benefit from the
modular approach. Modular roofing has several inherent benefits to offer.
By comparison with traditional methods, modular roofing offers speedy
installation reducing the threat of wind and rain damage in the areas of a
building most at risk. Modular construction typically sees the roof
structure built offsite in a factory and then delivered to site ready to be
craned into place. As well as speeding up the supply process, this
method has the added benefit of offering the kind of quality control only
available in controlled production conditions. It also involves no working
at height for the majority of the roof span, with only the connections
between the modules being done at roof height once the modules are in
situ.
Keen to try the modular roofing concept for themselves, the architectural
team at Medical Architecture in London adopted the practice on the new
multi-award-winning psychiatric hospital, Hopewood Park, in Tyne and
Wear. For this project, the architects decided to use roofing cassettes
which were tiled at ground level before being lifted onto the roof.
The senior architect on the project, Paul Yeomans, was keen to reduce the
amount of time that was spent working at height and reduce the risk of
accidents on site.

So, as is typical with most innovations, there is still work to be done
to iron out some of the difficulties inherent in the design and
installation of modular roofs. Not least of the installation problems is
site access. The most successful modular roofs have been those
where the entire roof structure has been pre-assembled and delivered
to site whole. This is only really practical with smaller residential
roofs and there are clearly issues relating to access for the hefty
transport vehicles and cranes required to complete the process.
Another issue is the wider context of the roofing industry. It is
sometimes suggested that modular construction will lead to a
reduction in the number of workers needed to complete buildings,
thus eliminating job opportunities. Personally I don’t believe that
this is a compelling argument. Skilled tradespeople will still be
required to assemble the roofs in the factory and on site; the only
impact will be that it will make their job safer, reducing the
necessity of much roofing at height. The controlled factory
environment would not only be safer but would be a much improved
workplace, unaffected by adverse weather conditions that are not
only challenging to work in, but can often hold up traditional
construction methods.
So modular roofing has much to offer the roofing sector and the
construction industry at large. Its benefits in terms of speed, quality
control, and safety are too considerable to be ignored. But is it the
answer to Britain’s housing crisis? Only time will tell

Over 300 square metres of Filon FAIRs (Factory Assembled Insulating
Rooflights) double skin GRP rooflights have been installed on a new, high
technology cow shed with integral milking parlour units at Knott Oak Dairy
Farm in Ilminster, Somerset.
The installation by PH Hardwill Ltd of Beaminster, Dorset, is part of
Dillington Estate's £2.5 million investment in an advanced robotic milking
facility in which the cows are free to move around the shed and access
milking robots when they wish – not at specific times. This ‘free cow traffic’
approach provides improved quality and yield from the dairy, as well as
excellent animal wellbeing.
Maintaining appropriate conditions for the cows inside the building also
plays an important part in animal welfare and productivity. Filon rooflights
are well known to provide near-perfect light diffusion and distribution,
thereby eliminating solar overheating which can create unhealthy and
uncomfortable conditions for cows. The choice of Filon’s FAIRs double skin
insulating rooflights further helps to maintain appropriate light levels with a
consistently cool temperature inside the shed – with minimal requirement for
auxiliary electric lighting.
Farm Manager, Chris Wilson, said: “You can feel a distinct drop in the
temperature when you walk into the shed and the diffused lighting creates a
calm atmosphere that’s pleasant to work in and perfect for the cows.”
Filon FAIRs can be configured to provide the ideal solution for rooflighting in
any profiled roof and the central core can be adapted to provide the level of
insulation required.
U-values as low as 0.9 W/m2K can be achieved and fire grades of liners and
weather sheets can be produced to suit specific site or client requirements.
Filon’s recent investment in new plant and technology at the Company’s
Staffordshire factory allows rapid production of tooling for new profiles, as
well as high volume manufacturing to bespoke specification in a carefully
controlled, ISO9001 accredited process. The factory also carries the ISO14001
Environmental Management accreditation, resulting from Filon’s commitment
to low energy usage, process water recycling and material recycling.
The FAIRs rooflights on the barn at Knott Oak Dairy Farm are a good
example of Filon’s rapid tooling capability, having been specially designed
and manufactured to suit a new sinusoidal 40mm thick composite panel.
A standard CE24E weather sheet on the rooflights provides a life expectancy
of over 30 years, so the cows will be comfortable and the farm’s investment
protected over the lifespan of the milking plant.
For further details, please call Filon Products on 01543 687300.
sales@filon.co.uk

www.filon.co.uk
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Alumasc Feature

Alumasc Roofing Systems Raises the Bar with an Outstanding Customer Service Team
Alumasc Roofing Systems is at an all-time high, having had a fantastically productive and profitable year. High quality, continuously evolving roofing products means Alumasc offers the ideal solution to any roofing project:
from green roofs and bituminous membrane roofing, to liquid solutions.
Raising the bar even further, Alumasc has increased its commercial, sales and marketing teams to create a seamless, regional service for specifiers and
contractors. This will support customers with the product knowledge and system information to select exactly the right solution for them, including
warranties of up to 35 years.

Meet the Team: Introducing…

To make the customer experience as easy and efficient as possible, Alumasc Roofing Systems
has expanded its internal operations, investing in new staff and training.

Technical Support…

Jonathan Price – Alumasc Roofing Systems: National Business
Development Director

Neil Hodgson and Doug McAliece – London and Midlands Field
Technicians

Jonathan brings a wealth of experience, with over 10 years in the industry.
Previously Jonathan has held positions with Liquid Plastics Limited and more
recently, Centaur Technologies Limited. Jonathan will assist the existing
senior management team in identifying new opportunities in the national
roofing market.

Neil and Doug have over 30 years combined practical experience working for and
with roofing contractors and product manufacturers. They will be ensuring that
the correct processes are followed from start to finish when Alumasc products are
being used giving the customers peace of mind that the job is completed to the
highest of standards and meets the warranty criteria. Neil Hodgson will be covering
the London area, with Doug providing cover to the Midlands.

Call Jonathan on 07467 339 403.

Andrew Beeney – Southern Technical Manager

Ian Banks – Blackdown Green Roofs: National Commercial Manager
Assisting in the further growth of component sales for Alumasc’s Blackdown
Green Roof range, Ian’s past experience in the green roof industry is from both
a waterproofing manufacturer and sub-contractor’s view. This makes him the
ideal person to help Blackdowns’ new and existing customers with all the
elements and solutions to make their green roof projects a success.

Andrew has gained over 20 years experience in specification technical support as a senior designer at IKO
Group PLC. Highly skilled and efficient in technical roofing knowledge, Andrew is also proficient in the use
of software such as CAD and Revit, making him the one stop shop for southern customers who need product
datasheets, technical drawings, product and best practice advice.

Ian will liaise closely with contractors on a daily basis. If you would like to
speak to Ian about your green roof project please call 07464 491 904.

Turnaround time is key in this department and to be able to operate regionally really does help our clients. Recent market research
has shown that the efficiency in providing our customers with the vital technical information they need is one of the services they
most appreciate from Alumasc Roofing Systems.

Jimi Ogunsola – Roof-Pro: Southern UK Technical Sales Manager

Pam Hudson, Lorraine Mallett and Emma Nuttall – Customer Services and Relations

Jimi will be working within the Roof-Pro team and alongside the Roofing Area
Managers to help develop brand awareness and technical credentials. Jimi
developed his skills and contacts within the M&E industry whilst working
for Kingspan Industrial.

The additional new members of the Roofing Customer Services team will be providing comprehensive project tracking to ensure a
smooth transition from initial orders through to delivery on
site. They will also work closely with their relevant Area
Managers to ensure that customer enquiries are responded
to promptly and efficiently. The Customer Services team
liaise closely with approved contractors to coordinate
deliveries and ensure the customer receives all goods on time.
Pam, Lorraine and Emma are familiar with these processes
having been part of Alumasc Roofing Systems sister brand
Harmer Drainage, a market leading drainage product

If you need any further information in relation to Roof-Pro’s Rooftop
Management Systems please call 07468 742 056.

Mark Fulton – London and South East Area Manager – New Build
Mark’s role is focused on new build specification as he has vast experience
working for British Gypsum, Dryvit UK Ltd (EWI) and SAPA Building making
his knowledge and skills ideal to advise in this area.
Speak to Mark by calling 07720 883 617.

Tom Lewis – North West Area Manager
Due to heightened activity within the North West region Tom Lewis has been
appointed to use his past experience in construction sales and specification
markets.
Previously an area manager at Kingspan Insulation Europe, Tom can be
contacted on 07780 339 684.

Customer Services…

The Future…
Sam Clayden – South West Assistant Technical Manager
Sam is new to the roofing industry and will be one of the first to enter into the ‘investment in the future
scheme’. Sam will be undergoing an intensive external and internal sales/technical programme with the end
goal of becoming a fully operational Area Manager within 12/18 months. Sam comes from a sales
background and has expressed his desire to work within the construction industry. Sam said: “This is an
excellent opportunity for me to move forward with my desired career, the future scheme from Alumasc really
excites me and I look forward to working alongside architects and contractors”.

Martin Deehan
Also as part of the ‘investment in the future scheme’ Martin will be joining the technical support department
as a trainee working alongside Alumasc’s experienced team. Martin is new to the roofing industry having
spent the last two years working for the Alumasc Façade Systems business based in Linwood, Scotland.
He will be undergoing an intensive training programme where he will spend time in a range of departments
to deepen his knowledge of the organisation and roofing products

For more information about Alumasc Roofing Systems and its team please call 01744 648 478 or visit www.alumascroofing.co.uk.
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CDM 2015

CDM Eighth Months On – How Are We Doing?
Louise Hosking, director at Hosking Associates Ltd

We work with a range of businesses and schools who may be clients,
contractors, principal contractors, designers or principal designers. On
the whole, I have been extremely impressed with how quickly our
clients have adapted to the CDM15 changes.
However, some organisations appear to be holding on tightly to the role
of the CDM coordinator (CDM-C) leading to confusion. The new
requirements are very clear that this role no longer exists. Individual
duty holders must develop the necessary skills, knowledge and
experience to fulfil their defined responsibilities, and be able to make
risk-based choices as part of what they do. The wealth of experience
held by CDM-C's must be used differently. These individuals are well
placed to meet the demands of their new roles as the competent person
for this area. Duty holders must embrace their new roles fully because
they cannot sub-contract their responsibilities.

The HSE issued guidance [http://chilp.it/3cf3a90] on this very topic
which has largely fallen under the radar. This is very clear and states
advisors should be used to guide, train and support. For many
organisations, who undertake the same work again and again, they may
only be required for a short period whilst the necessary skills are
acquired by the design team, client or contractor. An advisor also may
be required for more complex safety critical projects to assist duty
holders.
If organisations are seeking to appoint an individual or organisation to
offer this type of support, they are responsible for verifying they are
suitably qualified. The Association of Project Safety
[https://www.aps.org.uk/] gave their members until 6th October 2015 to
sit an on-line examto demonstrate their ability to give good advice. If
general safety advice is being sought, the consultant should also be
listed on the safety consultants register known as OSCHR
[http://www.oshcr.org/member/louise-hosking/].
Is routine Maintenance & Repair under CDM15?
Confusion has also emerged regarding the inclusion of ‘maintenance
and repair’ within the definition of ‘Construction Works’. However, this
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must be read in conjunction with the whole definition of construction work which has not changed. Therefore, term planned maintenance work or work
where individual components are removed and replaced, or inspection
undertaken, is not CDM work. If the project involves construction, such as
plant replacement, this probably will be CDM work. Even where CDM15 is
not relevant, the Health & Safety at Work Act 1974 most certainly still is, so
contractors must still be warned of hazards, be inducted, and safe working
practices agreed. For clients who are responsible for lots of property, my
advice is to keep track of special projects and extraordinary expenditure as
this is likely to be CDM construction work. Prioritise the larger projects and
those with the greatest risks until your processes for CDM compliance are
fully established.
The Health & Safety File
The development of the Health & Safety File is often proving to be a sticking
point. A H&S file now has to be issued whenever a principal designer has
been appointed. This means whenever there has been more than one
contractor involved in the work. Some project teams are unsure as to what
should be included, and many commercial clients are not clearly
communicating how they would like the information provided. In some
circumstances, there is a reluctance to provide ‘as built’ drawings; product
design assessments are not being included where this applies, and files are
still not being created during the work which is definitely the best way to
ensure everything has been included.
In the domestic sector, information provided to the homeowner should
include as built drawings. In fact, everyone should now expect these. Every
design alters along the way, so this may mean tweaking drawings at the end
of the project. Once developed, Health & Safety files should be updated
rather than created from scratch so useful information is available for those
using or maintaining the building. This is future pre-construction information
so it’s important and clients should be demanding high standards of
information.
Design and Safety
Some large architect practices and designers are unwilling to become the
Principal designer, but the changes mean everyone is expected to be focused
on their safety responsibilities. Systematic design, considering safety issues
during the design process, deals with root cause issues for not only the
contractor building the project but also for those using, cleaning and
maintaining it afterwards. To embrace their new role, designers will have to
become as conversant with the hierarchy of risk and the Workplace (Health,
Safety & Welfare) Regulations 1992 as they are with other design
requirements.
Some insurers are unwilling to extend PI insurance to cover the principal
designer’s role. This has created unexpected difficulties for some clients in
the transition process for larger projects and in some cases they are reverting
to assigning the principal designer duty to the previous CDM-C. Unless they
are also a designer, this is not what the regulations intended. At the heart of
the regs is the goal of making sure everyone thinks safety during design, and
this has got to be worth working for.

Enquiry 9
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Optimal Safety With EASI–DEC’S
Ladder Accessory Kit

When working on a ladder the user needs to feel
comfortable and secure, and have the ability to
work without restrictions. Easi-Dec’s Ladder
Accessory Kit has been designed to ensure that
the user is safe from the moment they step on
the ladder, providing peace of mind to both the
user, and their employer.
The accessories
provide a quick and easy to install solution that
is easily transportable.
Incorporating a
combination of ladder support mechanisms, the
Easi-Dec Ladder Accessory Kit consists of
Ladder Spurs, Ladder Stand-Off and a harness
attachment. Ladder Spurs are a stability device
which is attached at the base of a ladder. Acting
as an anchor, they increase the base width of the
ladde., significantly reducing the chance of a
sideways slip at the top.. They can be attached
at any height position to allow for sloping ground
and eliminate the need for someone stabilising
the base.The Ladder Stand-Off is designed to fit
to the top rung of the ladder, and provides a
'stand-off' distance of 33cm from the wall.
Increasing the support area by forming a large
‘V’, it allows the ladder to span around down
pipes or rest on the corners of buildings Please
visit www.easi-dec.co.uk or call 01767 691812
or email info@easi-dec.com.
Enquiry 32

Fixed in a Click

With over 30 years’ experience in the slate
roofing industry, SSQ has been selected to
provide 185,000 of its Del Carmen, Ultra grade,
slates to the Royal Military Academy in Surrey.
SSQ’s Del Carmen Ultra slates span twelve roofs
at the military academy based in Sandhurst,
covering an impressive 9,700 sqm in total.
Simon Mawer of installer, C.E.L said, “SSQ’s Del
Carmen Ultra slate was primarily chosen due to
how cost effective it was. we needed to
sympathetically update the academy, without
compromising its traditional aesthetics. Del
Carmen Ultra not only provided the ideal look we
required but was also the most financially viable
option too. The Royal Military Academy
Sandhurst, commonly known simply as
Sandhurst, is the British Army’s initial officer
training centre. Whilst the Royal Military
Academy Sandhurst was formed in 1947 the
main building itself dates back as far as the
early 1800’s, Boasting a 100-year guarantee,
key to the renovation of the building, SSQ’s Del
Carmen Ultra is sourced from an exclusive slate
quarry in the Cabrera Mountains of North-West
Spain. It is consistently hand picked by
architects around the world for its unrivalled
beauty and exceptional high quality. To find out
more visit www.ssqgroup.com
Enquiry 25

ENGEL Have High Viz Workwear
All Wrapped Up
One of Europe’s
leading workwear
manufacturers,
Danish company
F. Engel have
introduced
a
wide range of
high
visibility
safety workwear
in
accordance
with the new
International and
E u r o p e a n
standardisation EN ISO 20 471 With
customers’ safety as the company’s prime
concern, each item of warning-clothing is
produced with the largest possible fluorescent
and reflective areas thus ensuring the safest
levels of visibility both day and night. LOXY high
visibility reflector tape, proven for its hard
wearing and effective performance, is used
throughout the range.In addition to the focus on
safety, most garments are made with a high
specification of polyester and cotton mix to give
long term durability and provide a perfect,
comfortable fit, giving stretch and freedom of
movement; attention is also paid to important
practical details such as concealed zip and stud
fastenings for added weather protection, and
secure, functional pockets. Linings made from
a new, soft and durable blended fabric of 70%
polyester/30% cotton. Most items also have a
water, oil and dirt repellent finish and the
fabrics have been tested to comply with the new
EN ISO standards to over 50 industrial or
domestic wash cycles. For more information
visit: http://www.fe.dk/en/
email: Mark
McBrayne at mmc@f-engel.com or telephone:
+44 (0) 7933 150197
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Cembrit to Invest in Natural Slate

Redland is launching a truly innovative and
revolutionary new tile fixing. The Innofix Clip is
completely tool-free, available for the entire
range of Redland’s concrete interlocking tiles,
and comes as a response to the increased
fixing requirements set out in BS 5534, the
British Standard Code of Practice for Slating
and Tiling. The Innofix Clip is the only tile clip
available that doesn’t need a hammer, making
it the fastest and easiest fixing on the market.
In fact, it’s up to 40% quicker than using
traditional nailed clips. They come ready to use
in a unique magazine style holder ensuring
they are tangle-free and can be easily removed
from the packaging with one hand. Suitable for
use throughout the UK, Innofix is Redland’s
strongest clip yet and meets the stringent
requirements of the new British Standard.
Damien Pooley, Components Product Manager
at Redland, said: “We have manufactured the
Innofix Clip with the simple aim of making
roofers’ lives easier; we’ve even colour coded
them for easy error-free identification. This is a
simple, straight-forward and easy to use
product that has been developed in response
to customer demand.
visit http://www.innofixclip.co.uk/ or search
#fixedinaclick on Twitter.
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Del Carmen Ultra Earns It’s
Stripes

Cembrit is pleased to announce the creation of a dedicated natural
slates division to offer the UK’s specifiers and slaters greater choice of
top end material for prestigious roofing contracts. The philosophy will be
to enhance the existing range with additional high quality slates. The
new brands will offer reliable, long term availability. This will be
supported by dedicated personnel and focused marketing. As a start of
the investment and long term commitment to Natural Slate, the group
has decided to dedicate a specific person to this product group, Sales
Director, Rob Wallace. Cembrit has realized that there is a responsibility
as well as huge potential to provide durable, verifiable, high quality
natural slates to the British market. The new division will be headed by
Rob Wallace, who has 18 years of experience in growing Cembrit’s
business from its Welsh depot in Llandow. Cembrit’s growth has been
achieved through unbeatable customer service. Marketing Manager Ged
Ferris adds “This marks the beginning of a new phase in Cembrit’s
commitment to natural slate. Cembrit will be making substantial
investments in this environmentally attractive material. Look out for more news as the division takes
shape”. For further information visit www.cembrit.co.uk, or email sales@cembrit.co.uk
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Top Marks in Quality and Safety for SR Timber
SR Timber, has successfully achieved the ‘Kitemark’

quality stamp from the British Standards Institution (BSI)
on the production of its BS 2482 scaffold boards.The
internationally recognised quality stamp propels SR
Timber into an elite club of some of world's best
companies and brands, and confirms its scaffolding
boards are at the highest standard of quality and safety.
Shaun Revill, Trading Director at SR Timber commented
on the achievement: “We’re delighted to have achieved
this certificate. We are very much moving in the right
direction and although this is not an industry requirement,
I think achieving the Kitemark stamp demonstrates the
importance we place on providing our customers’
products of the highest quality, therefore allowing them to work as effectively, efficiently and safely
as possible. The Kitemark achievement is the latest update in what has been a successful period for
SR Timber, having announced expansions last year due to exponential surges in demand for its
popular roofing batten. The company will be looking to build on this growth through continuing their
emphasis on exceeding expectations with quality and safety. For further information contact 01332
204821 or visit www.sr-timber.co.uk
Enquiry
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Tiles That Sell Themselves

Exceptionally well-informed, Michael Kelly,
Branch Manager at Fleming Buildbase in
Inverness, opted for Redland’s Mini
Stonewold in Charcoal Grey for his own home
because of the great looking slate and the
quality service he knows comes with the
product. Selling construction materials is a
day-to-day job for Kelly who understands that
service is a key part of selling anything.
When it came to building his own home for
his family in Inverness, Kelly took no chances
and went for Redland. The detached home
required over 3000 Mini Stonewolds for the
L-shaped roof with twin dormers, front and
back. The complete package provided by the
team at Redland made life easy for Kelly
when selecting the tile range and delivery to
site. Kelly praised the efforts of the Redland
team. “I sell these products at Fleming
Buildbase so I understand how important
service is when it comes to the overall
product and Redland really do have a great
reputation,” Kelly said. “When Redland
released its Mini Stonewold in Charcoal Grey
in 2014 I knew that I wanted them for my
own home and the fact that Redland give you
the full package is an added benefit.”

Bilco Access Hatch Makes
Waves at Surf Snowdonia
A Bilco E50T roof access hatch has been
installed at Surf Snowdonia, which generates
the longest man made wave in the world. The
Bilco roof hatch is a 915mm x 915mm model,
which is ideal for applications requiring roof
access for regular ongoing planned
maintenance. The Surf Snowdonia complex
comprises a range of buildings including cafes
and restaurants, retail space and a soft play
area for the youngest visitors, as well as the
central wave generating complex. Built in a
disused aluminium quarry on the Edge of the
Snowdonia National Park, Surf Snowdonia
also boasts camping pods for those that want
to stay overnight. All Bilco roof access hatches
are constructed using highly robust
compression spring operators to provide
smooth, easy, one-hand operation, and which
helps to ensure that the hatch stays securely
in the open position while an operative is
passing through the access and also while
working on the roof. Bilco access hatches are
available in a range of size options and can be
fabricated to specific sizes for projects with
exacting needs. For more information on
Bilco’s extensive range of roof access
solutions and smoke vents, please visit
www.bilcouk.com.
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SikaSarnafil Specified at Two of
London’s Biggest Attractions

The National Gallery and the Science Museum two of London’s major and iconic visitor
attractions - have benefitted from a planned
roof maintenance programme, using Sika
Sarnafil membranes and specialist contractor,
Delomac Roofing. Working with the National
Gallery since 1995, a programme of roof
replacement and thermal upgrading has seen in
excess of 12,000sqm of Sika Sarnafil
membranes installed, together with insulation,
roof lights and walkways in a series of over 30
completed projects – including the complete
Sainsbury Wing in 2008. At the Science
Museum, ageing and poorly insulated roof
coverings were targeted for upgrade and
replacement in a series of tender awards, all
successfully won by Delomac and Sika Sarnafil.
The Science Museum’s Flight Gallery houses
many historic planes, including a Spitfire, a
prototype Harrier and a cut cross section form
a Jumbo Jet. “The roof refurbishments on both
buildings have been designed to an
exceptionally high standard. Our effective
installation, backed by Sika Sarnafil’s robust
guarantees ensure the client has peace of mind
for years to come.” Brendan added. For more
information call 01707 358500, email
sarnafilroofing@uk.sika.com
or
visit
www.sarnafil.co.uk.
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Mike Goodhead Will Lead ISD Solutions’ New Division
ISD Solutions, a leader in specialised composite panel construction and cladding solutions, including retail and distribution
warehouses, cold store facilities and data centres, has launched a new division targeting the massive industrial and
structural waterproofing sector. ISD Industrial Waterproofing Division will complement existing projects and enhance the
range of technical construction services offered to clients, architects and main contractors. The company has appointed
divisional manager Mike Goodhead to head up the new division. Goodhead brings over 32 years’ expertise in the
waterproofing industry, ten years as contracts director at Brindley Asphalt, and has worked on some of the UK’s largest
projects including The Mailbox in Birmingham, the Elephant & Castle regeneration in London and M&S Cheshire Oaks, a
multiple award winning green development. Mike Goodhead said: “I am extremely excited to be joining ISD Solutions.
Combining waterproofing disciplines with the company’s existing specialised construction services is a great fit and it
means we can increase our value to clients, stakeholders and main contractors with a one stop shop approach, covering
product advice and specification to expert installation covering all waterproofing disciplines.” For more
information about ISD Solutions visit http://www.isd-solutions.co.uk
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Pasquill Invests in New Technology

New ManSafe SRL Mini - Innovation in Action

Pasquill, the UK’s largest supplier of roof
trusses, continues with its investment
programme by purchasing of a state of the
art laser projection system for its Redhill
manufacturing plant as part of the
company’s overall strategy to increase
productivity and enhance quality control
procedures. The new technology, which uses
laser light patterns to create work
templates, has increased the site’s truss
assembly capacity, through the reduction of setup and cycle times. The
system works by converting design files of roof truss configurations into a
full-scale laser image on a manufacturing ‘table’ surface. Jigs are then
accurately set using the laser projected truss outline and components
quickly identified and placed into position. Nail plates can then be
precisely positioned on component joints to ensure maximum strength and
optimum quality control. The new design software allows Pasquill to work
to very tight tolerances. Commenting on the system, Gabriel Prior,
Pasquill’s Regional Operations Manager said: “The new system allows us
greater flexibility so that we can react more quickly to increased customer
demand. For more information on Pasquill visit
Enquiry 56
www.pasquill.co.uk.

Latchways, a global leader in fall protection, has introduced the next
generation ManSafe® Mini Self-Retracting Lifeline (SRL) to its portfolio.
Smaller and lighter than its predecessor, the company has produced what
it claims is the most technologically advanced SRL available on the
market. Central to this claim is both the patented, frictionless braking
system and multiple spring radial energy-absorbing technology - which
does away with many of the problems that can be associated with
conventional SRLs that employ tensioned spring locking mechanisms and
friction-based braking i.e. increased wear and tear.
Weighing only one kilogramme when fitted with a
double locking snap hook, the mini is 1.8 metres in
length. It can be used with a range of connectors
including
a
forged
steel
snaphook,
a
carabiner/hook and aluminium scaffolding hook.
Thanks
to
its
ultra-strong,
transparent
polycarbonate casing, the new ManSafe® SRL mini
can be visually inspected prior to use. The
ManSafe® SRL Mini is particularly suitable for use
in close anchorage applications such as
construction and maintenance, or where working
space is limited.
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Pro-Tecting Design Aesthetics and Environment

A new garden centre is delivering maximum impact with minimal environmental repercussions,
through the use of innovative materials. Blue Diamond Group has acquired and redeveloped
Redfields garden centre in Fleet. Newspan Building Solutions designed and detailed an entire new
structure from ground to and including the roof, then building the 5,700m2 steel frame structure
with double-glazed curtain walling, and a striking, 57m long, curving porch, which references a leaf
in its design. Covered with Protan single ply membrane installed by Latchmore Roofing, the porch
serves to help achieve compliance with Building Regulations Part L, give the building a presence,
provide a dry access for visitors, and reduce potential nuisance to neighbouring residential
properties from solar glare. “The roof design was extremely intricate. Our lads like using Protan,
they find it very easy to work with, and we find the company
reliable on delivery etc, so it was an obvious choice for this,
complex, project,” explained Latchmore Roofing’s Mike
Pearce. Protan SE membrane has a tensile strength of
≥1050N, and tear resistance ≥210N. Developed to withstand
the weather extremes of Scandinavia, Protan SE membrane
is part of Protan’s comprehensive range of single ply roofing
solutions, covered at www.protan.co.uk, all designed to
protect value for specifier and contractor.
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Roof-Link Comes First at IMA Awards for Eco-Activ Roofing
Each year, the IMA (Intelligent Membrane Association)
invites several of its member companies to its Annual
General Meeting and Awards Ceremony to reward hard
work and discuss current issues in the sector. At this year’s
awards, roofing contractor Roof-Link came out on top for
the Eco-Activ Roofing category. Roof-Link won for its work
at the Ford Motor Company, Dunton Research Centre. For
this refurbishment project, Roof-Link removed the existing
waterproofing membrane and insulation before supplying
and installing a new vapour control layer (Micoral SK),
Icopal Thermazone Roofboard insulation and an Icopal Universal POCB single ply membrane.
Michael Hockley of Roof-Link said, “The project in Dunton is one we are extremely proud of. We
adhesively bonded the roof system and fastened the perimeter zones mechanically, according to
Icopal’s recommendations, and whilst the roofing works were being carried out, we also ensured
the verticals of the plant rooms were also over-clad. The project was approximately 1,500sqm and
on a complex site, so we are delighted that our efforts have been recognised at the IMA awards.”
For more information on Icopal, visit www.icopal.co.uk. For more information on Roof-Link, visit
www.roof-link.co.uk

C.K Sabretooth Trade Saw –
The Saw that Roars!

Biting back at the competition, C.K tools has
extended its popular range of handsaws with the
introduction of the C.K Sabretooth Trade Saw,
which in independent testing has proven to
outperform other leading brands in terms of cutting
speed. Set to be a roaring success, the reasonably
priced C.K Sabretooth Trade Saw offers an
impressive combination of speed, durability and
comfort. Featuring razor sharp, triple ground ‘turbo
cut’ teeth, the Sabretooth Trade Saw offers
superior cutting performance compared with
double ground teeth found on some market leading
competitors. In fact, independent testing carried
out by the Cutlery and Allied Trades Research
Association (CATRA) found that the Sabretooth
Trade Saw outperforms other UK market leading
brands, providing up to 22% faster cutting
performance. The Sabretooth Trade Saw offers an
extended working life thanks to its premium quality,
SK5 alloy steel blade, and induction hardened ‘stay
sharp’ hardpoint teeth, providing strength and
longevity. Ensuring maximum comfort in use the
cushion grip handle is ergonomically designed to
further enhance the accuracy and quality of cut
and provide effortless sawing with a sure grip. The
handle also offers the convenience of 45° and 90°
marking out angles. For further information please
visit www.ck-tools.com or call 01758 704704.
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SIG Roofing’s Core Range
Initiative Rolled out Nationwide

As part of its commitment to make roofing
contractors’ lives simpler, all SIG Roofing
branches nationwide will now stock a Core
Range of everyday and specialist products,
readily available and in stock at all times. SIG
research showed contractors are often forced
to go to a number of different stores to source
equipment, which eats into valuable project
time. With Core Range, they can now walk into
any SIG Roofing branch across the UK, knowing
that they will have the right products for the
job, always in stock. Andrew Wakelin, SIG’s
Managing Director commented on the Core
Range programme: “We fully understand how
important it is for contractors to, firstly, have
the correct materials, and secondly to have
them as quickly as possible; time is money
after all, and this is their livelihood. The aim of
Core Range is to ensure we allow them to do
just that. Core Range means always in stock,
always available.” To celebrate the Core Range
initiative, SIG has launched a Scratch Card
promotion giving customers a chance to win an
array of fantastic prizes, from exotic holidays,
to gadget bundles and cash. The promotion will
run throughout all SIG Roofing branches until
Christmas Eve 2015. For further information
contact SIG Roofing 01480 466 777 or visit
www.sigroofing.co.uk.
Enquiry 30
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Wienerberger Unveils Ground-breaking AluGrip-Roll
Following months of innovation, Wienerberger, the leading
supplier of wall, roof and landscaping innovations, is set to
launch AluGrip-Roll, a unique product that offers an immense
improvement on the standard cloth ridge rolls currently used by
roofers in the UK. Manufactured from aluminium, AluGrip-Roll
is easier to use, faster to install and is more durable than its
cloth alternatives. Furthermore, AluGrip-Roll offers greater
ventilation than its cloth counterparts and although it has been
developed exclusively by Wienerberger, it is compatible with any
roof tiles, not just those from the Sandtoft range. In addition
AluGrip-Roll comes vacuum-sealed ensuring that the glue is kept
in a prime condition and as fresh as the day it was applied. AluGrip-Roll is guaranteed to have a
lifespan of at least 30 years, compared to traditional cloth ridge rolls that only have a lifespan of 10
years on average. The modernisation and development behind AluGrip-Roll demonstrate
Wienerberger’s commitment to industry leading innovation. Richard Bishop, Category Marketing
Manager for Roof at Wienerberger, commented: “This unique system is a vast improvement on
standard cloth ridge rolls. Roofers will have all the benefits of quicker and easier installation and
durability without any cost increases.” For more information visit
Enquiry 58
http://www.wienerberger.co.uk/.

NFRC Backs TrustMark as Domestic Referrals Flow
With the latest statistics from TrustMark showing a continuous increase in the number of roofers’
details being searched via its website - a staggering 68,528 homeowners searched for roofers in
September ‘15 alone - NFRC is urging roofing companies to emulate the 12,801 tradesmen who have
already joined TrustMark. This latest call to action forms part of NFRC’s membership awareness
campaign - ‘Get wise, get savvy, get NFRC’ - where domestic roofing contractors are being
encouraged to stand out from the crowd and further enhance their reputation and grow their
business by joining successful schemes such as TrustMark and Which? Trusted Traders. For existing
members of NFRC, membership of TrustMark comes free. TrustMark represents the only
Government-endorsed scheme for all trades in and around
the home. During 2014, more than 7.2 million search results
were provided to homeowners who used TrustMark’s
website and telephone helpline - up 38% compared to the
same period in 2013. In addition to benefiting from
automatic membership of TrustMark at no extra cost, NFRC
members are also fast tracked to joining CompetentRoofer,
which enables self-certification for Building Regulations on
roof refurbishment. For more information on TrustMark,
visit
www.trustmark.org.uk.
Alternatively,
visit
www.nfrc.co.uk or contact 020 7638 7663.
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Xtralite Offers Extra Light to
British Airways

Leading UK manufacturer of rooflights, Xtralite,
has supplied a range of bespoke glazing units to
the British Airways Flight Training base at
Heathrow. Home to 16 state-of-the-art
simulators the Flight Simulator Training Hall
located within a Grade II listed structure boasts
a stunning arched concrete roof on canted
trusses.
The existing Georgian wired glass
rooflights did not meet thermal requirements
and were leaking into the hall. The water ingress
along with the thermal inequalities could have
caused a major problem to the simulators due
to the specific temperature range they operate
within. This resulted in Xtralite developing a
bespoke polycarbonate light weight system that
also complemented the building’s aesthetics.
The unique aluminium framed polycarbonate
glazing
system
designed
by
Xtralite
incorporated Lumira® technology for excellent
light transmission and diffusion for shadow lesslight quality. Additional to this the system offers
substantial insulation performance due to the
limited heat conduction of the Lumira®
translucent aerogel granules. Cambell Lean ISG
Project Manager said: “The Xtralite team
worked well. The rooflight replacement team
managed to work easily into the schedule and
provide a rooflight structure that fitted well
providing excellent daylight and efficiency
requirements.” Further information can be
found by visiting www.xtralite.co.uk or by calling
01670 354 157.

Fully Opening Jet Cox Barrel
Vaults for Primary Pupils
The gymnasium to a brand new school in
South London has been constructed with five
fully opening rooflights from Jet Cox Limited,
offering natural illumination and ventilation.
the multiwall polycarbonate make up to the
rooflights’ glazing offers performance to
comply with current Part L requirements and
help retain the heat within the gymnasium
during colder winter months.
Meanwhile
their contribution to the overall energy
equation is dependent on the extent to which
their high level of daylight transmission
avoids the need for the use of artificial
illumination, while their delivery of fresh air to
the occupied space precludes the need of
mechanical ventilation. The opening section
of the Barrel Vault Rooflight can be operated
by means of manual winding gear or an
electric motor with 24/230 volt power supply.
Background ventilation can also be provided
by means of trickle vents in the aluminium
kerb structure or an extract fan/louvre vents
in the gable end. Built to BS EN1026 for air
permeability and BS EN1027 for water
tightness, the rooflights can also sustain a
snow loading of 700 N/m2. Please contact
0121 530 4230 FAX: 0121 530 4231 Email:
clister@jet-cox.co.uk
www.jet-cox.co.uk

Avonside Group Celebrate Win
at CCISY Annual Awards

Avonside Group Health and Safety Training Coordinator, Sarah Burke, picked up the award
for Achiever of the year at the Celebrating
Construction in South Yorkshire Awards. The
CCISY Awards were held on Friday 9th October
at the Cutlers’ Hall, Sheffield. Not only did
Avonside Group win the Achiever of the Year
Award, but they were also nominated in two
further categories; Training Award and Health
and Safety Award. The CCISY Awards bring
together representatives from housing
providers and construction firms across South
Yorkshire and promote a range of different
sectors essential to the delivery of innovative
construction. Sarah Burke joined Avonside
Group in September 2014 and since then has
consistently coordinated health and safety
training to ensure that Avonside Group staff
and 1200+ labour only partner’s qualifications
remain current and 100% compliant with
legislation. Sarah has also coordinated 30 new
Avonside Group apprentices, opened up
contacts to enable Avonside Group to recruit
ex-service leavers and the unemployed to
attend a 14 week scheme through which
Avonside has employed two jobless people.
Anyone requiring information about the range
of building envelope expertise available from
Avonside Group should visit the Avonside
Group
website
here,
email
info@avonsidegroup.co.uk
or
telephone
01706 625 660.
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Skelmersdale Project Sheds Light on the Added Value of Plygene Gutterline
When Midlands-based facilities management and construction specialists Oakley Industrial Services were asked to provide a
solution to 1,400 meters of poorly maintained leaking gutters they immediately knew there was only one product that had them
covered - Plygene Gutterline from HD Sharman Ltd.Oakley was contracted to carry out extensive roofing works including roof lights
and the introduction of an effective gutter lining solution to extend the life of the 15 year old gutters. HD Sharmans technical
representatives were faced with two boundary gutters, and three valley gutters in poor condition and leaking. Each gutter
measured over 280 linear metres making the handling of materials on site a critical consideration; the Plygene Gutterline (a unique
'gutter within a gutter') was provided in 56m rolls, minimising joints and removing all on site handling concerns. HD Sharman also
value-engineered a number of bespoke elements, including 64 moulded weir overflows and 135 high density syphonic clamping
rings. "The fact that the team from HD Sharman were able to supply us with these additional, bespoke, accessories was another
reason why we chose to work with the Plygene Gutterline system on this project," comments director of Oakley Industrial Services
Peter Clarke.

Enquiry 16

Quotatis Launches Smart – ‘An Office in Your
Pocket’

Top Marks for Bilco Smoke Vents at University

Quotatis has taken a
major step from being a
lead provider to a total
service provider with the
launch of its Smart
account, aimed at giving its users ‘an office in your pocket’ with powerful
features and functions to support them at every step from getting the work
from customer enquiries to getting paid. Smart enables Quotatis
customers to ‘get seen, get work, get organised, get paid and get rated’
with enhanced review and rating functions as well as all the tools to
structure the processing of leads all the way to final payment for the
completed job. Quotatis Sales Director Teresa Gizzi said: “Smart is far
more than lead generation – it is a whole new way of helping contractors
of all sizes to manage the entire process as well as building their
reputation from every job they do. The Smart App is part of the Smart
account and not only passes sales leads to smartphone, tablet or desk but
then takes contractors through the process of quoting the homeowner,
invoicing for the job and taking payment before they go on to invite
reviews from the consumers. More information about the Smart Account
is available on the Quotatis website.
Enquiry
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Ninety UDF-50 REM Bilco Natural Smoke and Heat Ventilators (NSHEVs)
are being installed by T R Freeman in a large scale accommodation
development at the University of Hertfordshire. The development at the
College Lane Campus is comprised of a mixture of individual bedrooms,
twin rooms and studios ensuring that there is quality accommodation to
suit every student. All of Bilco’s NSHEV products are CE Marked and meet
Construction Products Regulation 305/2011. At 1500mm x 1620mm
Bilco’s double leaf UDF-50 REM Smoke Vents offer a 1.5m2 clear vent
area – making them ideal for dwellings of multiple occupancy such as
halls of residence. The UDF-50 REM smoke vent is fully automated and
features built in wind deflectors, so in the event of a fire they will open
quickly and provide an excellent escape route from the building for smoke
and fumes. “At Bilco we pride ourselves on providing excellent products
that will help to create the safest possible environment,” said James
Fisher, Bilco MD. He added,
“Specifying the correct product
in the event of a fire can make all
the difference and our team of
experts are on hand to help
you.” For more information visit
www.bilco.com.
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Sustainable Roof Brings New
Lease of Life to Palatine Beds

Building and roofing specialist, Hodgson
Sayers, has recently completed the roof
refurbishment of the Palatine Beds factory in
Westerhope, Newcastle upon Tyne, for client,
Your Homes Newcastle, giving the old building
a new lease of life. CA Building Products
supplied 11,500m² of its robust Twin-Therm®
roof system to replace the existing asbestos
cement roof, along with new perimeter and
valley gutters. The installation was conducted
in seven phases, with the Twin-Therm® roofing
system installed onto the building’s existing
steel frame. In line with Palatine Beds'
commitment to sustainability, the new roof
provides enhanced thermal performance and
improved air tightness, greatly increasing the
building’s overall energy efficiency and helping
to reduce operational costs for the tenant. CA
Building Products also engaged North East
based contractor Gentoo who installed a
218.75kWp PV array onto the Twin-Therm®
roof system. Twin-Therm® provides a Class ‘B’
Non-Fragile, fully walkable roof assembly,
ensuring safe access for future maintenance
and inspection throughout the life of the PV
asset. The roof also carries a meaningful 25year system guarantee, reducing risk to the
client.

A New Antique
Leading
roof
tile
and
component
manufacturer, Redland, is adding a brand
new colour to its Fenland Pantile range,
Antique. This is a new colour for the brand
and is unique to this range. Antique is a
sanded tile, with a rich velvety dark brown
colour and appealing texture. The distinctive
heritage look is achieved through coating the
top surface and leading edge of the tile with a
clear acrylic coating and fine granules during
the manufacturing process. This is the first
colour in the Fenland Pantile range to have a
sanded finish and is particularly suited to the
private refurb, maintenance and home
improvement market across the UK.
To accompany the new tile Redland is
manufacturing Half and Third Round fittings
for ridges, monoridges and hips along with a
ThruVent and Ridge Vent. The classic single
pantile shape combined with the modern
interlocking concrete format of the Fenland
Pantile range guarantees robust, weather
tight performance in all conditions. The range
is a natural successor to the distinctive single
clay pantiles that characterise so much of the
south-west and eastern parts of England.
For further information visit
www.redland.co.uk.
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Alumasc Protects Sheltered
Housing Roofs in Birmingham

A new, fully integrated Alumasc Euroroof
Caltech roof waterproofing system has
significantly increased the operational life of
California House, a 10-storey, 42-flat
retirement/sheltered housing complex in
Bartley Green, Birmingham. Alumasc and
local contractor Brindley Asphalt were chosen
to provide an effective long term solution on
the 405m2 roof area of California House. After
suitable preparation, the contractor laid a
Euroroof vapour barrier providing immediate
protection for the fully occupied residence. A
fully engineered Derbifoam thermal insulation
scheme was then laid, the internal RWO
locations were fully refurbished with the
Euroroof Refurb Pro outlets, and the Euroroof
Caltech waterproofing system was installed in
a totally Flame Free and “cold applied”
manner. The perimeter parapet details were
fully encapsulated with the Euroroof Caltech
waterproofing system and finished with
Alumasc Skyline Aluminium PPC capping. The
installation of defined walkways, finished in
the Euroroof Caltech Aggregated wear course,
completed the total engineered solution to the
entire roof covering. Acivico Project Manager
Glenn Jones managed the works on behalf of
California House owners Birmingham City
Council, Places Directorate, and commented:
“The quality of work on site and the attention
to detail was of a very high standard”. Visit
www.alumascroofing.co.uk or call 0333 5771
500

.
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IKO’s Permascreed: the Versatile Solution
Permascreed from IKO PLC is the mastic asphalt alternative to traditional cement screeds. It’s an effective way to level
or create drainage falls on roofs and surface decks – but it’s much more than that. It provides benefits traditional screeds
just can’t match. Permascreed is fast to apply using traditional methods. With a walk-on drying time of just one hour
there are fewer delays for other trades. The innovative screed has zero water content, so there’s no waiting for moisture
to evaporate and no risk of cement stained water getting into the underlying structure, making it ideal for both
refurbishment and new build. And, given the screed thickness is up to 80% less than traditional materials, it is also much
lighter. Marcus Lee, IKO’s Sales Director, emphasises the flexibility of Permascreed for multiple applications: “It can be
laid on primed concrete, glass fibre tissue or torch-on glass based bituminous membranes, and because it’s flexible and
quick to cure it’s easy to achieve precise falls. If it’s applied in the morning, the roof finish can be applied later the same
day.” IKO has developed a new Permascreed brochure. For more information and a link to download the brochure visit
http://goo.gl/nFk7J5 or call 01257 255771 and ask for your copy.

Enquiry 60

Rise in Timber Frames Sees New Product Launch
at URSA

Wolfin Keeps Innovation Hub Dry with Refurbished
Roofing System

A continuing rise in timber frame construction has led to the launch of a
new product range by leading insulation manufacturer, URSA UK. Timber
frame construction is making a hugely successful comeback, offering
speed and off-site construction, as well as being more attractive under the
new, more rigorous Building Regulation requirements. MTW Research
suggests that timber frame frame sales will grow by 60% in volume and
80% by value, to £762.6m, in 2016. The main area of growth will be in
the house building sector but add to this the increasing use of timber
frame in non-domestic areas such as health and education. In direct
response to this growing trend and customer requirements, URSA has
launched its Timber Frame Slab 35 and Timber Frame Slab 32, offering
contractors an alternative to their existing glass wool
roll versions. URSA Timber Frame Slab is a semi
rigid slab designed to slot neatly and firmly between
the timber studs. It is available in two grades with
thermal conductivities of either 0.035 W/mK or
0.032 W/mK and supplements the existing URSA
Timber Frame Roll products for use in this
application. For further information visit www.ursauk.co.uk or call 0208 977 9697.

The High Growth Centre, Thornton, co-funded by the University of Chester
and the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) recently upgraded
its roofing system after the bituminous roofing membranes put the
buildings at risk of water ingress. WOLFIN’s GWSK Self-Adhesive Polymeric
PVC was chosen to tackle the issue thanks to its unique offering to the
market. It was important for the refurbishment work, to be carried out with
as little disruption to the occupants as possible. Architect, Tony Crawford
of Mersey Design Group, chose WOLFIN’s GWSK single ply membrane for
its vapour permeability, because it actively dries out the old failed roof
layers eliminating the need for it to be stripped. The perfect solution for a
public building such as the High Growth Centre, was to overlay the old roof
with the WOLFIN GWSK Self-Adhesive membrane as it compressed the
programme duration, eliminated risk, reduced
disruption to the buildings occupants and gave
the buildings a new lease of life. Furthermore,
as it has passed fire tests in compliance with
BS 476 : Part 3 : 2004, WOLFIN’s GWSK
membrane offers the centre a very high fire
protection. For more information
visit
www.wolfin.com.
Enquiry
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Accelerated Ageing sees
Stormdry get BBA Blessing

Stormdry Masonry Protection Cream from
Safeguard Europe – the UK’s leading specialist in
damp- and waterproofing, and masonry repair
solutions – has undergone accelerated ageing
tests as part of its certification by the British Board
of Agrément. As a result, its BBA certificate states
that will remain effective as a masonry water
repellent for 25 years. Stormdry Masonry
Protection Cream both prevents rain penetration
and boosts thermal resistance because masonry
insulates more effectively when dry: bricks have
twice the thermal resistance when dry rather than
wet. The product is easily applied by either brush
or roller and will cure colourlessly to match the
original finish within 12 hours. The cream
penetrates far more deeply than conventional
liquid applied water repellents – up to 12mm in
flettons – so that it can bridge cracks in the
masonry more effectively and it has a much
greater life expectancy, as shown in the BBA
certification. Developed to give specifiers and
developers the assurance that a product is fit for
purpose, an Agrément Certificate is only awarded
to products that have successfully negotiated a raft
of rigorous assessments that inspect every
element of design, manufacture and installation.
These include laboratory tests, on-site evaluations,
quality management checks and inspections of
production. See www.stormdry.com. Enquiry 65

How to Get a Near Net-Zero
Energy Building with
THERMOSLATE®
Are you thinking of optimizing your home
efficiency with renewable energy sources but
don’t want to give up to an elegant natural
design? THERMOSLATE® is the best way to get
it. It is the only solar thermal collector in
natural slate combining energy efficiency and a
total architectural integration. The net-zero
energy (NZE) building certification means zero
energy consumption, it relies on renewable
sources to produce as much energy as it uses.
The fact is that the NZE target is really
challenging, so structures creating almost as
much energy as needed are usually called near
net-zero energy buildings. The key to get it is
first reducing energy demand as much as
possible, and then choosing the most suitable
renewable energy sources. Thermoslate
generates clean energy for all of your domestic
hot water purposes; hygienic, heating and even
swimming pools.
With THERMOSLATE®:
n You will cover 2/3 of your annual
domestic hot water requirements
n There is no maintenance required
n Start recovering the cost of your roof
from day one
For further information visit
CUPAPIZARRAS.com
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Sika Protects National Sailing
Academy from the Elements
Sat on the seafront in Pwllheli, North Wales, the
Welsh National Sailing Academy and Events
Centre boasts stunning architecture and design,
but was a challenging build. Anglesey-based
Weatherwell Roofing was contracted to
waterproof the roof and walls, during a winter
project that required the skilful application of a
variety of Sika Liquid Plastics products. The
main requirement of Ellis Williams Architects
was to achieve a striking design that could
withstand the elements. Any products used on
the project would have to offer a flawless finish
alongside durability and strength, backed by
guarantees. Sika Liquid Plastics’ liquid applied
waterproofing systems fitted the bill and were
specified across the building envelope. On the
gabion walls, a Decothane Gamma 20 system
was used, and on the concrete walls, a
Sikalastic 618 15 year coating. All of the gabion
walls were waterproofed down to the
foundations of the building, with the liquid
system seamlessly joining the walls to the roof
areas. This created a 100% waterproof junction
between the two. For the cold roofs, warm roofs
and green roof area, totalling over 1000sq m,
Decothane Delta 25 with applied. Decothane is
available from Sika Liquid Plastics. See
http://gbr.liquidplastics.sika.com or call the
Enquiry Line on 0800 112 3826.
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Heritage Roofing Register
Propels Contractor to Victory

The register of Heritage Roofing - developed by
the National Federation of Roofing Contractors
(NFRC) - proved to be the catalyst behind one
roofing contractor not only being appointed to
work on a key heritage project in Wales, but
also to scooping the 2015 UK Roofing Award
for Heritage Roofing. Jordan Heritage Roofing
Ltd, based in Derbyshire, was appointed to
renovate Penmaen Cottage - a grade two-listed
farm building located in Snowdonia National
Park. They displayed confidence and expertise
vital for this project by being featured on the
National Heritage Roofing Contractors
Register. With part of its roof collapsed,
Penmaen Cottage was on the ‘at risk’ register
and was seen by CADW - the Welsh
Government’s historic environment service - as
an opportunity to create an exemplar roof, by
ensuring traditional local roofing details were
sustained. Ray Horwood CBE, Chief Executive
of NFRC comments: “When it comes to
selecting contractors for key heritage work,
this project is a prime example of the prestige
and credibility carried by The National
Heritage Roofing Contractors Register. The
National Heritage Roofing Contractors Register
provides an exclusive listing of only those
roofing companies that have the skills and
experience necessary for the repair and
renovation of heritage projects. Visit
www.nfrc.co.uk/join-the-heritageregister
Enquiry 26

Ecotherm Releases Structural Quick Guide
Selecting the right insulation product and thickness has just gotten a whole
lot easier thanks to EcoTherm Insulation’s new Structural Quick Guide,
available right now from countertop dispensers at builder’s merchants, or for
download
or
order
from
the
company
website:
http://www.ecotherm.co.uk/literature/quick_guides.aspx. The easy to read
document complements the existing EcoTherm Flat Roof Quick Guide and
provides a go-to reference point on everything from Building Regulation
requirements, to product selection. Despite its compact form, the A5 guide
doesn’t scrimp on the details, providing a comprehensive overview of the
current insulation performance requirements for domestic and non-domestic
buildings in England, Wales and Scotland. The handy product selector
makes it simple to identify the right EcoTherm insulation board for each
application. Comprehensive installation instructions are provided covering a
wide range of applications. The instructions are accompanied with clear diagrams, time-saving tips
and typical product thicknesses required to achieve a desired U-value. Finally, the Quick Guide also
includes extensive product pages featuring key performance data, benefits and information on where
they can be purchased. Whether you’re a merchant, supplier, installer or DIYer, EcoTherm’s Quick
Guides offer the plain English help and advice you need to get the best results, whatever the
application. For more information call 01702 520166, email: technical@ecotherm.co.uk
Enquiry 43
or visit http://www.ecotherm.co.uk/.

IKO Roofing Solution for Major Acute Teaching Hospital

IKO PLC, a global leader in waterproofing and roofing
products, was recently specified to supply a new
roofing solution for Wythenshawe Hospital, a major
acute teaching hospital in South Manchester. The
refurbishment of the 13,000m2 roof had to be done
while the hospital was in full operation. A detailed roof
survey, including a Roofscan Infra-red survey,
highlighted a series of problems. Poor maintenance
meant the original roof had splits and cracks, causing
leaks. The project required complete replacement of
the waterproofing and improving the roof’s thermal
performance. IKO recommended its Ultra PrevENt
overlay system - Ultra PrevENt and Polimar EC/UV, all with tapered insulation. Ultra PrevENt
incorporates Graphite Firewall Technology which was ideal for the hospital as it acts as a fire
retardant. IKO also replaced two polycarbonate rooflights, removed and boarded over the Georgian
wired rooflights, raised the beehive heating vent housing and installed new roof decks. he project was
completed on time and on budget, giving the hospital a BBA approved system with a 20 year single
point guarantee, as required in the original specification. The work improved the U-value to 0.18 W/
m²K. For more information visit www.ikogroup.co.uk or call 0844 412 7224.
Enquiry 64
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Steve Boden joins Triflex as
Technical Development Manager

Triflex are pleased to announce the
appointment of Steve Boden to the team as
Technical Development Manager. Steve has
been in the UK roofing industry for all of his
working life, having initially worked in
contracting, progressing to Gradient Insulation
and latterly, IKO as Senior Technical Field
Engineer. Paul Barker, Director at Triflex UK
comments, “I am delighted that Steve has
joined the Team at such a crucial stage in our
development as Europe’s leading specialist in
the manufacture of cold liquid applied
waterproofing and surfacing solutions. Steve’s
wealth of knowledge and experience will help to
build on the progress made in positioning
Triflex at the forefront of the UK flat roofing
industry”. Steve will be working to develop and
streamline technical services and ensure that
all Clients, Specifiers, Main Contractors and
Triflex Authorised Contractors receive an
unrivalled technical support package. Steve
Boden commented: “I am thrilled to have the
opportunity to join Triflex and work with such a
progressive team. Triflex ongoing commitment
to research and development ensures that their
systems offer unrivalled technical performance
over both roofing and other disciplines and I
look forward to working with the dedicated UK
Technical Services Team to further enhance our
service.”
Enquiry 39

SIG Roofing: ONE Roof, ONE
Name, ONE Warranty
After extensive customer and market
research, SIG Roofing has launched ONE
Warranty - a pitched roof product warranty to
support the build-up of the roof from batten
to roof coverings. The products’ performance
will be covered for 15 years under one single
package warranty, at no extra charge. As the
strapline simply says; ONE Roof, ONE Name,
ONE Warranty! With 70% of contractors
having had to replace a roofing product
through a warranty claim, SIG Roofing is
confident that ONE Warranty will bring real
value to their customers. This unique
warranty gives contractors, both large and
small, the benefits of a single warranty for the
key elements of the roof. Coverings such as
industry leading SIGA Natural Slate and
SIGnature Clay Roof Tiles are included, along
with a range of market leading accessories
including; batten, breather membrane,
fixings, ridges - to name just a few. Research
also highlighted that contractors were
frustrated when having to deal with multiple
suppliers for a warranty claim. ONE Warranty
offers
simplicity
and
a
simplified
administration process. Contractors wanting
to take advantage of ONE Warranty simply
register online at
www.sigroofing.co,uk/onewarranty or contact
your local SIG Roofing branch.

Making Your Cladding Choices
Just Got Easier

With the growing interest in PVC cladding as a
home improvement solution Freefoam Building
Products is pleased to announce the launch of
two handy online tools to help make choosing
cladding for your project easier and simpler, a
cladding visualiser and a cladding calculator.
Recognising that the majority of home
improvement product research is now carried
out online Freefoam have introduced a clever
tool to help specifiers, developers and
homeowners visualise the Freefoam colour
range of cladding products on a variety of
house types. With the ability to also select
matching or contrasting trims the tool gives
users the opportunity to experiment with colour
combinations and create a realistic visual
representation. The Freefoam cladding
calculator gives customers the opportunity to
generate an estimate of the number of boards
and packs needed for a project. Simply type in
dimensions in metres and the calculator works
out the rest. The Freefoam cladding range
features a choice of smooth woodgrain finish or
Fortex® timber effect embossed boards in
Shiplap, Double Shiplap and Weatherboard
styles. Available in traditional Mahogany and
Rosewood to contemporary Anthracite Grey
and Argyl Brown or subtle Misty Grey and
Cappuccino. To see the Cladding visualise visit
http://freefoam.com/pages/visualiser. To see
the
Cladding
Calculator
visit
http://freefoam.com/cladding-calculator.
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Tremco Delivers Award-winning Waterproofing for Retail Car Parks
As one of Europe’s leading specialists in structural waterproofing, Tremco offers a range of membranes which offer the
long-term performance demanded by modern construction. Both polyurethane (PU) and methyl methacrylate (MMA)
solutions are available for robust and functional performance and Tremco offers a range of vibrantly coloured sealer coats.
One recent award-winning project for a major retail client was won on the basis of a value-engineered solution using
Tremco’s MMA Rapid Cure Internal Decking system. The contract, a winner in the Refurbishment category of the British
Parking Awards, involved the refurbishment and rebranding of the car park to improve its appearance and physical
performance. MMA Rapid Cure Flexible Waterproofing System was used to treat the roof deck and, adding crushed basalt
aggregate, it provided a running surface on the vehicle ramps. Tremco’s CP470 Heavy Duty Wall Coating was used to
spruce up the concrete soffits and walls and protect concrete surfaces from airborne contaminants. The product was
chosen in bright white to improve the reflectance inside the previously dingy car park. The combination of several compatible Tremco products ensured
a reliable and durable finish with excellent wear characteristics. The fast-curing products helped reduce time and cost. For further information call 01942
251400 or visit www.Tremco-illbruck.com.
Enquiry 28

Medite Vent Raises the Roof at Academy

Cheaper Diesel is Not the Answer
Cheaper diesel makes comparison between
diesel and petrol vans increasingly complex, but
that misses the key issue in fleet procurement
according to The Fuelcard People. Steve Clarke,
group marketing manager, has pointed out that
day-to-day fuel pricing is not the main factor to
be considered. “Pump pricing is a red herring,”
he said, “because nobody need pay that much.
Whether a van or other LCV runs on diesel or petrol, most should be
refuelling at up to 4p per litre below pump prices with fuel cards. Wholelife costing, or total cost of ownership, has to be the key issue in van
comparisons.” Steve continued: “Diesel became cheaper than petrol this
summer, for the first time since 2001. Better mpg figures for diesel might
suggest an obvious choice, but that misses the point. Unless you consider
every cost during a van’s lifetime, any comparison will be meaningless.”
Steve advised that fleet managers should take into account road tax,
servicing, maintenance, repairs, tyres and other consumables. “You have
to keep track of everything spent through a vehicle’s life with the fleet,” he
said. “It is the only way to make meaningful evaluation of one van against
another. It also puts you in a more powerful negotiating position when
procuring future vehicles.”

Enquiry 34
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Medite has donated 60 sheets of Medite Vent breathable external sheathing
panel to the innovative ‘Schoolhouse Project’ at Burlington Danes Academy
in West London – where a team of staff and students have built a fullyfunctioning timber house on the academy grounds. Designed by architect
Roderick James (www.rjarchitects.co.uk) working closely with The ARK
Foundation educational charity, the project forms part of an ambitious
scheme to improve pupils’ practical skills and boost self-esteem. It offered
20 students the opportunity to learn about carpentry, plumbing, roofing,
insulation, sustainability and other key elements of the building trade.
Suitable for use in all types of timber frame structures, the Medite Vent
panels were used within the single-storey timber building’s external roof
construction. Combining high racking strength in excess of Category 1
requirements with excellent vapour permeability and high weather
resistance, Medite Vent is an ideal choice for the outer layer in ‘diffusion
open’ wall and roofing applications. As
a high quality and breathable
structural sheathing panel, Medite
Vent made the grade at the highly
innovative Schoolhouse Project –
delivering strength and durability as
part of a textbook roofing application.

Enquiry 38

Bauder BioSOLAR Generates Green Roof and PV
Synergy
Flat roof manufacturer Bauder
launched its revolutionary solar PV
mounting system for biodiverse or
extensive green roofs, Bauder
BioSOLAR, at the inaugural
‘European
Biosolar
Roof
Conference’ in September at City
Hall in London. Designed primarily
for new build applications where
environmentally friendly solutions
are required, this integrated system
addresses the misconception that
green roof and PV technologies are mutually exclusive options. A biosolar
roof delivers a duality of technologies for environmental advantage,
maximising the energy output from the PV module and the footprint for the
green roof. Bauder’s innovative BioSOLAR system uses the substrate and
vegetation to provide ballasted installation, removing the need to penetrate
the waterproofing and enabling the entire roof to qualify as a biodiverse
green roof. A key feature of Bauder’s unique system is that the front edge
of the polycrystalline PV panel is raised 300mm above the finished green
roof level, allowing light and moisture to reach beneath the panels whilst
ensuring the mature vegetation will not shade the panels and can be easily
maintained. Bauder’s BioSOLAR system can be retrofitted on many
existing roofs. For more information call
01473 257671, email
l.barrett@bauder.co.uk or visit www.bauder.co.uk

.
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New IKO Roof for Perry Hall Academy
IKO plc, a global leader in
waterproofing and roofing products,
recently replaced the roof at Perry
Hall Academy, a large primary school
based in Wolverhampton. Built in
1949, the school’s roof was showing
its age. IKO provided a detailed
survey to help the academy with its
funding bid. The survey revealed
leaks, cracks in the mastic asphalt,
pooled water and poor heat
retention. Working with specifier Denis O’Rourke of Concept Education
Services and contractor G Cooper Roofing, IKO delivered a robust, longlasting bituminous built-up roofing system. Products included IKO
enertherm enhanced insulation to improve thermal efficiency and Goldseal
Torch-On cap sheet which contains a fire retardant additive for improved
fire performance. Pyramid IKO Superlite triple-glazed structural rooflights
were more energy efficient and reduce glare and noise. Kevin O’Connell,
IKO’s Business Development Manager, explains: “The Academy needed a
roof that could be quickly and safely installed by a manufacturer that could
provide comprehensive technical support, observe strict security measures
and design and deliver at short notice.” The project was completed on time
and on budget, giving the school a BBA approved system with a 20 year
single point guarantee from a British manufacturer. Visit
www.ikogroup.co.uk or call 0844 412 7224.
Enquiry 24

Recticel goes European
Leading UK PIR insulation manufacturer Recticel has played host to its
second VIP in almost as many weeks. Anthea McIntyre, MEP for the West
Midlands, who has an impressive background in business, spent three
hours touring Recticel’s 175,000ft2 state-of-the-art factory in Stoke on
Trent on September 7th. Her visit came just over two weeks after one by
Rob Flello, MP for Stoke on Trent South. Hosted by Recticel’s commercial
director Kevin Bohea, he was joined by Chris Hall, CEO of BRUFMA (British
Rigid Urethane Foam Manufacturers’ Association), the representative body
for the UK Rigid Polyisocyanurate (PIR) and Polyurethane (PUR) insulation
industry. Like Mr Flello, Mrs McIntyre spent the morning learning about the
company's development and its recent multi-million £ investment in the
plant, making it Europe’s most modern PIR manufacturing facility. Part of
this investment is the commissioning of a new line with full rebating ability,
allowing the production of even better-performing insulation. This
investment has led to the
creation of 30 new local jobs.
A presentation by Kevin
explained how the company’s
research and development
programme has produced
new products to assist with
better-performing
homes,
while helping to reduce
energy costs without the need
to use costly or highmaintenance renewables on a
new build.
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Diary
Industry Events
2-5 February 2016
Dach + Holz
Europe’s biggest roofing and timber show. Includes outdoor
area for plant. Nine halls. Discussion and seminar programme.
2014: 47,000 visitors, 555 exhbitors
Stuttgart Exhibition Center, Germany www.dachholz.de/en/home/
20-21 February 2016
The Listed Property Show
Experts on listed property regulations, conservation officers,
architects, planners and experienced builders. A great
opportunity to talk through plans in a stress-free environment.
2015: 6,655 visitors, 150 exhibitors
Olympia, London www.lpoc.co.uk
8-10 March 2016
Ecobuild
The biggest sustainable construction trade show.
Policy debate, seminar programme, live demonstrations.
2015: 40,000 visitors, 800 exhibitors
Excel Centre, London www.ecobuild.co.uk
14-17 April 2016
Homebuilding and Renovation Show
Demos, seminars, one-to-one consultations, educational
exhibitions
2015: 30,000 visitors, 500 exhibitors
NEC, Birmingham www.homebuildingshow.co.uk
4-5 May 2016
All-Energy 2016
All renewable and sustainable technologies. Full seminar and
conference programme. Call for Papers deadline 16-12-15.
2015: 8,250 visitors, 385 exhibitors
The SECC, Glasgow, Scotland www.all-energy.co.uk
21-23 June 2016
Safety & Health Expo
Occupational health and safety event for H & S professionals,
co-located with IOSH conference. Includes dedicated
construction safety.
2015: 14,000 visitors, 350 exhibitors
Excel Centre, London www.safety-health-expo.co.uk
13-14 October 2016
Offsite Construction Show
First dedicated show. CPD seminars and workshops
2015: 2,000 visitors, 80 exhbitors
Excel, London www.off-siteshow.co.uk
18-20 October 2016
UK Construction Week
Nine shows under one roof for all professionals and trades
involved in the built environment. Mix of seminars,
demonstrations, debates and discussions.
2015: 24,342 visitors, 1,000 exhibitors
NEC, Birmingham www.ukconstructionweek.com
26-27 October 2016
London Build Expo
All areas of construction covered, across Greater London and
the South East. Six zones: materials, green build, plant,
infrastructure, building, interiors. CPd. Meet the buyers
2015: 2,000 visitors, 150 exhibitors
Olympia, London www.londonbuildexpo.com
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